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CONDITIONS OF SALE
The following Conditions of Sale, as amended by any
published or posted notices or verbal announcements
during the sale, constitute the entire terms and
conditions on which property listed in the catalog shall
be offered for sale or sold by Bonhams & Butterfields
Auctioneers Corp. and any consignor of such property
for whom we act as agent. If live online bidding is
available for the subject auction, additional terms and
conditions of sale relating to online bidding will apply;
see www.bonhams.com/WebTerms for the supplemental
terms. As used herein, “Bonhams,” “we” and “us” refer
to Bonhams & Butterfields Auctioneers Corp.
1. As used herein, the term “bid price” means the price at
which a lot is successfully knocked down to the purchaser.
The term “purchase price” means the aggregate of (a) the
bid price, (b) a PREMIUM retained by us and payable by
the purchaser EQUAL TO 25% OF THE FIRST $50,000 OF
THE BID PRICE, 20% OF THE AMOUNT OF THE BID PRICE
ABOVE $50,000 UP TO AND INCLUDING $1,000,000,
AND 12% OF THE AMOUNT OF THE BID PRICE OVER
$1,000,000, and (c) unless the purchaser is exempt by
law from the payment thereof, any California, Arizona,
Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Nevada, New
York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington, D.C., Washington
state, or other state or local sales tax (or compensating use
tax) and other applicable taxes.
2. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, the highest
bidder shall have purchased the offered lot in accordance
and subject to compliance with all of the conditions set
forth herein and (a) assumes full risk and responsibility
therefor, (b) if requested will sign a confirmation of
purchase, and (c) will pay the purchase price in full or
such part as we may require for all lots purchased. No lot
may be transferred. Any person placing a bid as agent
on behalf of another (whether or not such person has
disclosed that fact or the identity of the principal) may
be jointly and severally liable with the principal under any
contract resulting from the acceptance of a bid.

sales, our commission at our standard rates, all other
charges due hereunder, attorneys’ fees, expenses and
incidental damages. In addition, where two or more
amounts are owed in respect of different transactions
by the purchaser to us, to Bonhams 1793 Limited and/
or to any of our other affiliates, subsidiaries or parent
companies worldwide within the Bonhams Group, we
reserve the right to apply any monies paid in respect
of a transaction to discharge any amount owed by the
purchaser. If all fees, commissions, premiums, bid price
and other sums due to us from the purchaser are not
paid promptly as provided in these Conditions of Sale,
we reserve the right to impose a finance charge equal to
1.5% per month on all amounts due to us beginning on
the 31st day following the sale until payment is received,
in addition to other remedies available to us by law.
3. We reserve the right to withdraw any property and
to divide and combine lots at any time before such
property’s auction. Unless otherwise announced by the
auctioneer at the time of sale, all bids are per lot as
numbered in the catalog and no lots shall be divided or
combined for sale.
4. We reserve the right to reject a bid from any bidder,
to split any bidding increment, and to advance the
bidding in any manner the auctioneer may decide. In
the event of any dispute between bidders, or in the
event the auctioneer doubts the validity of any bid, the
auctioneer shall have sole and final discretion either to
determine the successful bidder or to re-offer and resell
the article in dispute. If any dispute arises after the sale,
our sales records shall be conclusive in all respects.
5. If we are prevented by fire, theft or any other
reason whatsoever from delivering any property to the
purchaser or a sale otherwise cannot be completed, our
liability shall be limited to the sum actually paid therefor
by the purchaser and shall in no event include any
compensatory, incidental or consequential damages.

Unless otherwise agreed, payment in good funds is
due and payable within five (5) business days following
the auction sale. Whenever the purchaser pays only a
part of the total purchase price for one or more lots
purchased, we may apply such payments, in our sole
discretion, to the lot or lots we choose. Payment will
not be deemed made in full until we have collected
good funds for all amounts due.

6. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve, we may
implement such reserve by bidding on behalf of the
consignor, whether by opening bidding or continuing
bidding in response to other bidders until reaching the
reserve. If we have an interest in an offered lot and the
proceeds therefrom other than our commissions, we
may bid therefor to protect such interest. CONSIGNORS
ARE NOT ALLOWED TO BID ON THEIR OWN ITEMS.

Payment for purchases may be made in or by (a) cash,
(b) cashier’s check or money order, (c) personal check
with approved credit drawn on a U.S. bank, (d) wire
transfer or other immediate bank transfer, or (e) Visa,
MasterCard, American Express or Discover credit,
charge or debit card. A processing fee will be assessed
on any returned checks. Please note that the amount of
cash notes and cash equivalents that can be accepted
from a given purchaser may be limited.

7. All statements contained in the catalog or in any
bill of sale, condition report, invoice or elsewhere
as to authorship, period, culture, source, origin,
measurement, quality, rarity, provenance, importance,
exhibition and literature of historical relevance, or
physical condition ARE QUALIFIED STATEMENTS
OF OPINION AND NOT REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES. No employee or agent of Bonhams is
authorized to make on our behalf or on that of the
consignor any representation or warranty, oral or
written, with respect to any property.

The purchaser grants us a security interest in the
property, and we may retain as collateral security for
the purchaser’s obligations to us, any property and all
monies held or received by us for the account of the
purchaser, in our possession. We retain all rights of a
secured party under the California Commercial Code.
If the foregoing conditions or any other applicable
conditions herein are not complied with, in addition
to other remedies available to us and the consignor by
law, including without limitation, the right to hold the
purchaser liable for the purchase price, we at our option
may either (a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidated
damages all payments made by the purchaser or (b)
resell the property, either publicly or privately, and in
such event the purchaser shall be liable for the payment
of any deficiency plus all costs and expenses of both

8. All purchased property shall be removed from
the premises at which the sale is conducted by the
date(s) and time(s) set forth in the “Buyer’s Guide”
portion of this catalog. Property designated with a
“W” and associated purchased lots, if not removed
promptly following sale, will be transferred to an offsite
warehouse at the purchaser’s risk and expense, as set
forth in more detail in the “Buyer’s Guide.” Purchased
property that is permitted to remain onsite at Bonhams’
facility should be removed at the purchaser’s expense
not later than 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time five (5) business
days following the date of the sale. If not so removed,
a storage fee of $5.00 per lot per day will be payable
to us by the purchaser beginning at the close of the

21st day following the sale, and we may thereafter
transfer such property to an offsite warehouse at the
purchaser’s risk and expense. Accounts must be settled
in full before property will be released. Packing and
handling of purchased lots are the responsibility of the
purchaser. Bonhams can provide packing and shipping
services for certain items as noted in the “Buyer’s
Guide” section of the catalog.
9. The copyright in the text of the catalog and the
photographs, digital images and illustrations of lots in
the catalog belong to Bonhams or its licensors. You
will not reproduce or permit anyone else to reproduce
such text, photographs, digital images or illustrations
without our prior written consent.
10. These Conditions of Sale shall bind the successors
and assigns of all bidders and purchasers and inure to
the benefit of our successors and assigns. No waiver,
amendment or modification of the terms hereof (other
than posted notices or oral announcements during the
sale) shall bind us unless specifically stated in writing
and signed by us. If any part of these Conditions of
Sale is for any reason invalid or unenforceable, the rest
shall remain valid and enforceable.
11. These Conditions of Sale and the purchaser’s and
our respective rights and obligations hereunder are
governed by the laws of the State of California. By
bidding at an auction, each purchaser and bidder
agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale. Any
dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or relating
to this agreement, or the breach, termination or
validity thereof, brought by or against Bonhams (but
not including claims brought against the consignor by
the purchaser of lots consigned hereunder) shall be
resolved by the procedures set forth below.
Mediation and Arbitration Procedures
(a) Within 30 days of written notice that there is a
dispute, the parties or their authorized and empowered
representatives shall meet by telephone and/or in person
to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a
mutually acceptable mediator shall be selected and
the parties will equally share such mediator’s fees. The
mediator shall be a retired judge or an attorney familiar
with commercial law and trained in or qualified by
experience in handling mediations. Any communications
made during the mediation process shall not be
admissible in any subsequent arbitration, mediation or
judicial proceeding. All proceedings and any resolutions
thereof shall be confidential, and the terms governing
arbitration set forth in paragraph (c) below shall govern.
(b) If mediation does not resolve all disputes between
the parties, or in any event no longer than 60 days after
receipt of the written notice of dispute referred to above,
the parties shall submit the dispute for binding arbitration
before a single neutral arbitrator. Such arbitrator shall be
a retired judge or an attorney familiar with commercial
law and trained in or qualified by experience in handling
arbitrations. Such arbitrator shall make all appropriate
disclosures required by law. The arbitrator shall be drawn
from a panel of a national arbitration service agreed
to by the parties, and shall be selected as follows: (i)
If the national arbitration service has specific rules or
procedures, those rules or procedures shall be followed;
(ii) If the national arbitration service does not have rules or
procedures for the selection of an arbitrator, the arbitrator
shall be an individual jointly agreed to by the parties. If
the parties cannot agree on a national arbitration service,
the arbitration shall be conducted by the American
Arbitration Association, and the arbitrator shall be selected
in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitration
Association. The arbitrator’s award shall be in writing and
shall set forth findings of fact and legal conclusions.

CONDITIONS OF SALE - CONTINUED
(c) Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties or provided
by the published rules of the national arbitration service:
(i) the arbitration shall occur within 60 days following
the selection of the arbitrator;
(ii) the arbitration shall be conducted in the designated
location, as follows: (A) in any case in which the subject
auction by Bonhams took place or was scheduled to
take place in the State of New York or Connecticut or
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the arbitration
shall take place in New York City, New York; (B) in all
other cases, the arbitration shall take place in the city
of San Francisco, California; and
(iii) discovery and the procedure for the arbitration
shall be as follows:
(A) All arbitration proceedings shall be confidential;
(B) The parties shall submit written briefs to the arbitrator
no later than 15 days before the arbitration commences;
(C) Discovery, if any, shall be limited as follows: (I)
Requests for no more than 10 categories of documents,
to be provided to the requesting party within 14
days of written request therefor; (II) No more than
two (2) depositions per party, provided however, the
deposition(s) are to be completed within one (1) day;
(III) Compliance with the above shall be enforced by the
arbitrator in accordance with California law;
(D) Each party shall have no longer than eight (8)
hours to present its position. The entire hearing before
the arbitrator shall not take longer than three (3)
consecutive days;
(E) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30
days following the end of the proceeding. Judgment
upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be
entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, and except as
required by applicable arbitration rules, each party shall
bear its own attorneys’ fees and costs in connection
with the proceedings and shall share equally the fees
and expenses of the arbitrator.

Limited Right of Rescission
If within one (1) year from the date of sale, the original
purchaser (a) gives written notice to us alleging that
the identification of Authorship (as defined below) of
such lot as set forth in the BOLD TYPE heading of the
catalog description of such lot (as amended by any
saleroom notices or verbal announcements during the
sale) is not substantially correct based on a fair reading
of the catalog (including the terms of any glossary
contained therein), and (b) within 10 days after such
notice returns the lot to us in the same condition as at
the time of sale, and (c) establishes the allegation in the
notice to our satisfaction (including by providing one or
more written opinions by recognized experts in the field,
as we may reasonably require), then the sale of such lot
will be rescinded and, unless we have already paid to the
consignor monies owed him in connection with the sale,
the original purchase price will be refunded.
If, prior to receiving such notice from the original
purchaser alleging such defect, we have paid the
consignor monies owed him in connection with the sale,
we shall pay the original purchaser the amount of our
commissions, any other sale proceeds to which we are
entitled and applicable taxes received from the purchaser
on the sale and make demand on the consignor to pay
the balance of the original purchase price to the original
purchaser. Should the consignor fail to pay such amount
promptly, we may disclose the identity of the consignor
and assign to the original purchaser our rights against
the consignor with respect to the lot the sale of which
is sought to be rescinded. Upon such disclosure and
assignment, any liability of Bonhams as consignor’s agent
with respect to said lot shall automatically terminate.
The foregoing limited right of rescission is available to
the original purchaser only and may not be assigned
to or relied upon by any subsequent transferee of
the property sold. The purchaser hereby accepts the
benefit of the consignor’s warranty of title and other
representations and warranties made by the consignor
for the purchaser’s benefit. Nothing in this section
shall be construed as an admission by us of any
representation of fact, express or implied, obligation or
responsibility with respect to any lot. THE PURCHASER’S
SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AGAINST BONHAMS

FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER IS THE LIMITED RIGHT
OF RESCISSION DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION.
“Authorship” means only the identity of the creator,
the period, culture and source or origin of the lot, as
the case may be, as set forth in the BOLD TYPE heading
of the print catalog entry. The right of rescission does
not extend to: (a) works of art executed before 1870
(unless these works are determined to be counterfeits
created since 1870), as this is a matter of current scholarly
opinion which can change; (b) titles, descriptions, or other
identification of offered lots, which information normally
appears in lower case type below the BOLD TYPE heading
identifying the Authorship; (c) Authorship of any lot where
it was specifically mentioned that there exists a conflict of
specialist or scholarly opinion regarding the Authorship
of the lot at the time of sale; (d) Authorship of any lot
which as of the date of sale was in accordance with the
then generally-accepted opinion of scholars and specialists
regarding the same; or (e) the identification of periods or
dates of creation in catalog descriptions which may be
proven inaccurate by means of scientific processes that are
not generally accepted for use until after publication of
the catalog in which the property is offered or that were
unreasonably expensive or impractical to use at the time
of such publication.
Limitation of Liability
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED ABOVE, ALL
PROPERTY IS SOLD “AS IS.” NEITHER BONHAMS
NOR THE CONSIGNOR MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION
OR WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS OR CONDITION OF
THE PROPERTY OR AS TO THE CORRECTNESS
OF DESCRIPTION, GENUINENESS, ATTRIBUTION,
PROVENANCE OR PERIOD OF THE PROPERTY OR
AS TO WHETHER THE PURCHASER ACQUIRES ANY
COPYRIGHTS OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS IN LOTS SOLD OR AS TO WHETHER A WORK
OF ART IS SUBJECT TO THE ARTIST’S MORAL RIGHTS
OR OTHER RESIDUAL RIGHTS OF THE ARTIST. THE
PURCHASER EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGES AND
AGREES THAT IN NO EVENT SHALL BONHAMS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY COMPENSATORY, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

SELLER’S GUIDE
SELLING AT AUCTION
Bonhams can help you every step of the way when
you are ready to sell art, antiques and collectible items
at auction. Our regional offices and representatives
throughout the US are available to service all of your
needs. Should you have any further questions, please
visit our website at www.bonhams.com/us for more
information or call our Client Services Department at
+1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 3550.
Auction Estimates
The first step in the auction process is to determine the
auction value of your property. Bonhams’ world-renowned
specialists will evaluate your special items at no charge
and in complete confidence. You can obtain an auction
estimate in many ways:
• Attend one of our Auction Appraisal Events held regularly
at our galleries and in other major metropolitan areas.
The updated schedule for Bonhams Auction Appraisal
Events is available at www.bonhams.com/us.
• Call our Client Services Department to schedule a private
appointment at one of our galleries. If you have a large
collection, our specialists can travel, by appointment, to
evaluate your property on site.
• Send clear photographs to us of each individual
item, including item dimensions and other pertinent
information with each picture. Photos should be sent to

Bonhams’ address in envelopes marked as “photo auction
estimate”. Alternatively, you can submit your request
using our online form at www.bonhams.com/us. Digital
images may be attached to the form. Please limit your
images to no more than five (5) per item.
Consigning Your Property
After you receive an estimate, you may consign your
property to us for sale in the next appropriate auction.
Our staff assists you throughout the process, arranging
transportation of your items to our galleries (at the
consignor’s expense), providing a detailed inventory of
your consignment, and reporting the prices realized for
each lot. We provide secure storage for your property
in our warehouses and all items are insured throughout
the auction process. You will receive payment for your
property approximately 35 days after completion of sale.
Sales commissions vary with the potential auction value
of the property and the particular auction in which the
property is offered. Please call us for commission rates.
Professional Appraisal Services
Bonhams’ specialists conduct insurance and fair market
value appraisals for private collectors, corporations,
museums, fiduciaries and government entities on a daily
basis. Insurance appraisals, used for insurance purposes,
reflect the cost of replacing property in today’s retail
market. Fair market value appraisals are used for estate,

tax and family division purposes and reflect prices paid by
a willing buyer to a willing seller.
When we conduct a private appraisal, our specialists will
prepare a thorough inventory listing of all your appraised
property by category. Valuations, complete descriptions
and locations of items are included in the documentation.
Appraisal fees vary according to the nature of the
collection, the amount of work involved, the travel
distance, and whether the property is subsequently
consigned for auction.
Our appraisers are available to help you anywhere and at
any time. Please call our Client Services Department to
schedule an appraisal.
Estate Services
Since 1865, Bonhams has been serving the needs
of fiduciaries – lawyers, trust officers, accountants
and executors – in the disposition of large and small
estates. Our services are specially designed to aid in the
efficient appraisal and disposition of fine art, antiques,
jewelry, and collectibles. We offer a full range of estate
services, ranging from flexible financial terms to tailored
accounting for heirs and their agents to world-class
marketing and sales support.
For more information or to obtain a detailed Trust and
Estates package, please visit our website at www.bonhams.
com/us or contact our Client Services Department.

BUYER’S GUIDE
BIDDING & BUYING AT AUCTION
Whether you are an experienced bidder or an enthusiastic
novice, auctions provide a stimulating atmosphere unlike
any other. Bonhams previews and sales are free and
open to the public. As you will find in these directions,
bidding and buying at auction is easy and exciting.
Should you have any further questions, please visit our
website at www.bonhams.com or call our Client Services
Department at +1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 3550.
Catalogs
Before each auction we publish illustrated catalogs
that include dates and times for previews and auctions.
Our catalogs also provide descriptions and estimated
values for each “lot.” A lot may refer to a single item
or to a group of items auctioned together. We offer our
catalogs by subscription or by single copy. For information
on subscribing to our catalogs, you may refer to the
subscription form in this catalog, call our Client Services
Department, or visit our website at www.bonhams.com/us.
Previews
Auction previews are your chance to inspect each lot prior
to the auction. We encourage you to look closely and
examine each object on which you may want to bid so
that you will know as much as possible about it. Items are
sold “as is” and with all faults; illustrations in our catalogs,
website and other materials are provided for identification
only. At the previews, our staff is always available to answer
your questions and guide you through the auction process.
Condition reports may be available upon request.
Estimates
Bonhams catalogs include estimates for each lot, exclusive of
buyer’s premium and tax. The estimates are provided as an
approximate guide to current market value and should not be
interpreted as a representation or prediction of actual selling
prices. They are determined well in advance of a sale and are
subject to revision. Please contact us should you have any
questions about value estimates.
Reserves
All lots in a catalog are subject to a reserve unless otherwise
indicated. The reserve is the minimum price that the seller
is willing to accept for a lot. This amount is confidential and
does not exceed the low estimated value.
BIDDING AT AUCTION
At Bonhams, you can bid in many ways: in person, via
absentee bid, over the phone, or via Bonhams’ online
bidding facility. Absentee bids can be submitted in person,
online, via fax or via email.
A valid Bonhams client account is required to participate
in bidding activity. You can obtain registration information
online, at the reception desk or by calling our Client Services
Department.
By bidding at auction, whether in person or by agent, by
absentee bid, telephone, online or other means, the buyer
or bidder agrees to be bound by the Conditions of Sale.
Lots are auctioned in consecutive numerical order as they
appear in the catalog. Bidding normally begins below
the low estimate. The auctioneer will accept bids from
interested parties present in the saleroom, from telephone
bidders, and from absentee bidders who have left written
bids in advance of the sale. The auctioneer may also
execute bids on behalf of the consignor up to the amount
of the reserve, but never above it.
We assume no responsibility for failure to execute bids for
any reason whatsoever.
In Person
If you are planning to bid at auction, you will need to
register at the reception desk in order to receive a numbered
bid card. To place a bid, hold up your card so that the
auctioneer can clearly see it. Decide on the maximum
amount that you wish to pay, exclusive of buyer’s premium
and tax, and continue bidding until your bid prevails or you
reach your limit. If you are the successful bidder on a lot,
the auctioneer will acknowledge your paddle number and
bid amount.
Absentee Bids
As a service to those wishing to place bids, we may at our
discretion accept bids without charge in advance of sale
by telephone, by facsimile or in writing on bidding forms
available from us. “Buy” bids will not be accepted; all bids
must state the highest bid price the bidder is willing to pay.
Our auction staff will try to bid just as you would, with the

goal of obtaining the item at the lowest bid price possible.
In the event identical bids are submitted, the earliest bid
submitted will take precedence. Absentee bids shall be
executed in competition with other absentee bids, any
applicable reserve, and bids from other auction participants.
A friend or agent may place bids on your behalf, provided
that we have received your written authorization prior to the
sale. Absentee bid forms are available in our catalogs, online
at www.bonhams.com/us, and at our San Francisco, Los
Angeles and New York galleries.

Sales Tax
California, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois,
Nevada, New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Washington DC and Washington state residents must pay
applicable sales tax. Other state or local taxes (or compensating
use taxes) may apply. Sales tax will be automatically added to
the invoice unless a valid resale number has been furnished
or the property is shipped via common carrier to destinations
outside the states listed above. If you wish to use your resale
license please contact Cashiers for our form.

By Telephone
Under special circumstances, we can arrange for you to bid
by telephone. To arrange for a telephone bid, please contact
our Client Services Department a minimum of 24 hours prior
to the sale.

Shipping & Removal
Buyers are to review the Offsite Sold Property Storage
page for a list of lots that will be removed to the offsite
warehouse of Box Brothers. These designated lots must be
retrieved by the buyer prior to the day and time designated
on the Offsite Sold Property Storage page. If buyers of these
designated lots also buy other lots, such as decorations,
rugs or works of art, these lots may also be removed to
the warehouse of Box Brothers, so all lots remain together
and customers can collect or ship from one location. All
other items will remain at Bonhams for a period of 21 days,
after which time they may be transferred to offsite storage.
Wine, Jewelry, Natural History, Collectibles, 20th Century
Decorative Arts, Rugs and most Arms & Armor auctions are
not included in this policy.

Online
Web users may place absentee bids online from anywhere
in the world. To bid online, please visit our website at
www.bonhams.com/us.
We are pleased to make our live online bidding facility
available to bidders in this sale.
Additional terms and conditions of sale relating to online
bidding will apply. Please see www.bonhams.com/21322
or contact the Client Services Department to obtain
information and learn how you can register and bid online
in this sale.
Bid Increments
Bonhams generally uses the following increment multiples as
bidding progresses:
$50-200..........................................by $10s
$200-500........................................by $20/50/80s
$500-1,000.....................................by $50s
$1,000-2,000..................................by $100s
$2,000-5,000..................................by $200/500/800s
$5,000-10,000….............................by $500s
$10,000-20,000..............................by $1,000s
$20,000-50,000..............................by $2,000/5,000/8,000s
$50,000-100,000............................by $5,000s
$100,000-200,000..........................by $10,000s
above $200,000..............................at auctioneer’s discretion
The auctioneer may split or reject any bid at any time at
his or her discretion as outlined in the Conditions of Sale.
Currency Converter
Solely for the convenience of bidders, a currency converter
may be provided at Bonhams sales. The rates quoted
for conversion of other currencies to U.S. Dollars are
indications only and should not be relied upon by a bidder,
and neither Bonhams nor its agents shall be responsible for
any errors or omissions in the operation or accuracy of the
currency converter.
Buyer’s Premium
A buyer’s premium is added to the winning bid price of
each individual lot purchased, at the rates set forth in the
Conditions of Sale. The winning bid price plus the premium
constitute the purchase price for the lot. Applicable sales
taxes are computed based on this figure, and the total
becomes your final purchase price.
Unless specifically illustrated and noted, fine art frames are
not included in the estimate or purchase price. Bonhams
accepts no liability for damage or loss to frames during
storage or shipment.
All sales are final and subject to the Conditions of Sale
found in our catalogs, on our website, and available at the
reception desk.
Payment
All buyers are asked to pay and pick up by 3pm on the
business day following the auction. Payment may be made
to Bonhams by cash, checks drawn on a U.S. bank, money
order, wire transfer, or by Visa, MasterCard, American
Express or Discover credit or charge card or debit card. All
items must be paid for within 5 business days of the sale.
Please note that payment by personal or business check may
result in property not being released until purchase funds
clear our bank.

Box Brothers San Leandro (for San Francisco auctions only)
1471 Doolittle Drive, San Leandro, CA 94577
Tel (800) 942 6822; Fax (510) 628 8454
Box Brothers Los Angeles (for Los Angeles auctions only)
220 W. Ivy Ave, Unit C, Inglewood, Ca 90302
+1 (310) 693 6600 or +1 (800) 474 7447
Box Brothers is open Monday-Friday 8am-5pm with Saturday
and Sunday hours available. Buyers must contact Box Brothers
24 hours in advance of pickup. Appointments are required.
Bonhams can accommodate shipping for certain items.
Please contact our Cashiers Department for more
information or to obtain a quote. Refer to Conditions of
Sale for special terms governing the shipment of Arms and
Wine. Shipments are made during weekday business hours
up to four weeks after payment is received. Carriers are not
permitted to deliver to P.O. Boxes.
International buyers are responsible for all import/export
customs duties and taxes. An invoice stating the actual
purchase price(s) will accompany all international purchases.
Simultaneous sale property collection notice:
If this sale previews in multiple cities, please see the title page
for details regarding final location of property for collection.
Handling and Storage Charges
Please note: For sold lots removed to Box Brothers, there
will be no post-sale storage charge for lots collected within
5 days from the sale date. For lots that remain at Bonhams,
there will be no post-sale storage charge for lots collected
within 21 days of the sale date. Handling fees may apply.
Lots uncollected at Bonhams after 21 days may be removed
to the warehouse of Box Brothers. Handling and storage
fees will apply.
Insurance: All sold lots are insured by Box Brothers at the
sum of the hammer price plus buyer’s premium.
Please refer to Box Brothers for a list of Handling,
Storage and Insurance fees.
Payment
Payments for purchased lots must be made directly
to Bonhams. Box Brothers will not release property to a
buyer unless the buyer has paid Bonhams first. All charges
for handling and storage due to Box Brothers must be
paid by the time of collection from their warehouse. Please
telephone Box Brothers at +1 (800) 474 7447 in advance
to ascertain the amount due. Lots will only be released
from Box Brothers’ warehouse with a “Release Order”
obtained from the cashier’s office at Bonhams.
The removal/storage and/or shipment by Box Brothers of any
lots will be subject to their standard Conditions of Business,
copies of which are available at Bonhams or from Box
Brothers directly.
Auction Results
To find out the final purchase price for any lot following
the sale, please call our automated auction results line at
+1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 3400. Auction results are usually
available on the next business day following the sale or
online at www.bonhams.com/us.

Alexandra & Sidney Sheldon

Renowned writer Sidney Sheldon created The Patty Duke Show, I Dream of Jeannie, and Hart
to Hart; received an Academy Award® for screenwriting for The Bachelor and the BobbySoxer; and sold more than 300 million copies of his novels which have been translated into 51
languages. In 1989, he married Alexandra Kostoff, a former actress, model, and advertising
executive. Sidney and Alexandra had residences in Palm Springs and Malibu, California. Inspired
by a love of design, color and whimsy, Alexandra and Sidney Sheldon amassed this extraordinary
collection of Lenci dolls. Focusing on examples produced during the company’s heyday in the
1920s and ‘30s, the collection includes fine examples from all of Lenci’s major series, including
sporting dolls; celebrity-inspired dolls such as Rudolph Valentino and Madame Pompadour; and
international dolls dressed in the costumes of Asia, Europe and the Middle East.
Founded in 1919 by Elena Konig Scavini, the Lenci Company is best known for its iconic,
beautifully crafted dolls made from pressed felt. They were luxury items popularized in the
1920s and gained many admirers among adult collectors, including Queen Elena of Savoy,
Josephine Baker, and many other celebrities of the day. Lenci created dolls that were reflective
of the era when women were breaking away from the restrictive and demure fashions of the
Victorian period and adopting the look of the flapper with bobbed hair, shorter dress lengths,
and exposed necklines and arms. It was a time of change, which the Lenci Company embraced
by creating dolls in colorful outfits with geometric patterns and bobbed hair, elegant ladies
and gentlemen in evening wear, and charming children. It is not surprising that the Lenci
dolls would have captured the interest of Alexandra and Sidney, leading to the creation of a
collection they so enjoyed. Bonhams is very pleased to offer this collection on behalf of Mrs.
Alexandra Sheldon, and pass along these dolls to a new generation of collectors.
Please note: Condition reports are available for all lots and can be viewed on our website.
Please satisfy yourself as to the condition of the lots before bidding.

5001
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, auburn curly mohair
wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
two dots accent lower lid, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a blue and white checked
outfit with side pockets, and blue felt shoes.
Height 17in
$2,000 - 3,000
5002
A Lenci felt doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, blonde
curly mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a blue felt top
with a white collar and red shorts.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000

5001

5002

5003
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, auburn mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
curly upper lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing an orange felt dress with a garland of
flowers down the front, a matching bow and
shoes; holding a felt duck.
Height 21 1/2in
$1,000 - 1,500
5004
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, brown side-glancing eyes, upper curly
lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing an
orange jacket with a yellow scalloped trim, an
orange dress, a hat decorated with applied felt
flowers, and replaced shoes.
Height 18in
$400 - 600
5005
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, brown painted sideglancing eyes, closed mouth, a brown mohair
wig, jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing
green-and-white striped long sleeve shirt, a blue
knit sweater, and green pants.
Height 17in
$300 - 400

5003
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5004

5006
A pair of Lenci felt girl dolls
Italian, late 1920s, the first from the series 111,
the swivel heads with pressed and painted facial
features, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
closed mouths, mohair wigs, and jointed at
shoulders and hips; one doll wearing an organdy
dress with orange felt appliqué in a square
pattern with matching orange shoes.
Heights 13in each
$400 - 600

5007
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a white
organdy dress decorated with applied felt
flowers and pink felt shoes with quilted soles.
Height 23in
$800 - 1,200
5008
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, blonde wig, blue sideglancing eyes, accented nostrils, curly upper
lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a white organdy with blue, pink and maroon
pieced felt dress with a red scalloped trim, a
yellow bonnet and red shoes, with Lenci round
silver label and cloth label.
Height 23in
$1,000 - 2,000
5009
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1925, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, brown sideglancing eyes, curly blonde mohair wig, two
dots accenting the lower lip, mitten-type hands
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a green
felt dress with applied suns and white and black
geometric shapes, socks with no shoes.
Height 22in
$600 - 800

5007

5008

5009

5010

5010
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes,
accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a pale green organdy dress decorated
with applied felt multi-colored flowers, a yellow
bonnet with applied felt flowers and blue shoes;
with a Lenci paper label.
Height 23in
$1,000 - 1,500
5011
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown mohair wig
with coiled braids on either side of head, blue
side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a cotton multicolored striped dress with a white apron with a
zig-zag patterned trim and felt applied hearts,
green felt shoes; a Lenci paper label.
Height 19in
$500 - 700
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5012
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, blonde mohair wig in
two side braids, brown side-glancing eyes, curly
upper lashes, two dots accenting the lower lip,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a pink
and rose-colored felt dressed with a scalloped
trim, side pockets decorated with applied felt
flowers, a white short sleeve organdy blouse,
and matching rose colored shoes.
Height 17 1/2in
$600 - 800
5013
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, side-glancing blue eyes,
blonde mohair wig, curly upper lashes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a white organdy dress with a scalloped trim
applied with felt flowers, a pink felt bonnet with
white bows on either side, and pink felt shoes.
Height 16 1/2in
$400 - 600

5012

5013

5014
A Lenci felt school girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair wig
in braids, blue side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, curly upper lashes, eye shadow upper
lid, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a silk
plaid dress with a white short-sleeved organdy
blouse and black felt shoes; holding a school
bag, with a cloth and paper Lenci label.
Height 16 1/2in
$300 - 400
5015
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
blue side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes, two
dots accenting lower lip, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a light blue organdy dress
with tiny applied flowers, a blue sash with a
matching bow in hair and shoes.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200
5016
A Lenci felt pre-teen girl doll
Italian, circa 1933, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
blue side-glancing eyes, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a two-tone pink pieced felt dress,
a white apron, and pink felt shoes.
Height 14 1/2in
$300 - 400

5014
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5015

5017
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, 1920s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown mohair wig,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips, wearing a
red outfit with a matching hat and shoes.
Height 19in
$800 - 1,200
5018
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1920s, the swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, blonde mohair wig, blue
painted side-glancing eyes, painted upper curly
lashes, accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a green felt dress with white
organdy sleeves decorated with a central multicolored floral appliqué design, with matching
shoes, holding a stick and hoop game.
Height 14in
$400 - 600
5019
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, side-glancing
blue eyes with curly upper lashes, mitten
hands, a cloth body, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a brown felt costume with rose
colored trim, goldtone brocade, a pleated
collar, and beige felt shoes, with a Lenci heart
shaped label Castelrotto.
Height 11in
$250 - 350

5017

5018

5020
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, pressed felt swivel head,
painted facial features, blonde mohair wig, sideglancing re-painted blue eyes, accented nostrils,
jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing a pink,
black and blue geometric patterned felt dress
with matching pink shoes.
Height 23in
$700 - 900
5021
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1920s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown mohair wig,
large brown painted almond side-glancing
eyes, upper curly lashes, accented nostrils,
jointed at the hips and shoulders; wearing a
pink and red felt matching pants and robe,
matching pink shoes, and holding a miniature
red mohair teddy bear.
Height 14in
$400 - 600

5020

5021
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5022
A rare Lenci felt girl doll contained in
original Easter egg trouseau
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with painted
facial features, blonde braided mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a printed
cotton dress along with additional outfits
contained within a felt egg decorated with floral
and geometric designs, the sections peel away
to reveal the doll and her additional outfits.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500

5022
5022 (open)

5023
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1925, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown side-glancing
eyes, accented nostrils, eye shadow, blonde
curly mohair wig, mitten-type hands, jointed at
shoulders and hips, wearing an orange outfit
with black and white geometric designs and
matching shoes and hat.
Height 16 1/2in
$700 - 900
5024
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1925, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde curly mohair
wig, side-glancing brown eyes, eye shadow,
dots accenting the nostrils, mitten-type hands,
two dots accenting the lower lip; wearing
an orange felt dress decorated with applied
flowers, matching shoes and hat.
Height 22in
$1,000 - 1,500
5025
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown curly mohair
wig, brown side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, accented nostrils, two dots accenting the
lower lip, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
orange and lavender checked pants, tweed vest,
silk necktie, multi-colored coat, gray cap, brown
socks and brown leather shoes.
Height 24in
$1,000 - 1,500

5023

5024
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5025

5026
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, curly lashes and
eye shadow on upper lid, closed mouth, brown
mohair wig, jointed shoulders and hips; wearing
a light pink organdy dress with ruffled trim, a
large felt pink bow in hair and matching shoes.
Height 14in
$400 - 600
5027
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown painted sideglancing eyes, accented nostrils, closed mouth,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a pink
and white organdy dress with ruffled trim, pink
floral applique, matching hat and shoes.
Height 17in
$500 - 700
5028
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde curly mohair
wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
two dots accenting the lower lip, curly upper
lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a white organdy dress with applied felt flowers
and pink shoes.
Height 18in
$600 - 800
5029
A large Lenci felt doll of a girl
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown sideglancing eyes, shaded mouth, eye shading
upper and lower lid, short brown hair, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a red dress and
a red coat with a geometric floral pattern and
a matching bonnet.
Height 33in
$700 - 900

5026

5027

5030
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1920s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown painted
side-glancing eyes, dots accenting the nostrils,
closed mouth, brown mohair wig, jointed at the
shoulders and hips; wearing a white organdy
sleeveless dress with a white and yellow floral
applique, a matching bonnet and shoes.
Height 14in
$400 - 600

5028

5029
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5031
An early Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, early 1920s, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, brown sideglancing eyes, dots for eyebrows, brown mohair
wig, mitten-type hands, accented nostrils,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a light
yellow organdy dress with an attached felt rose,
scalloped edge socks, and matching shoes.
Height 21in
$500 - 700
5032
An early Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, early 1920s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
dots for eyebrows, mitten-type hands, jointed
shoulders and hips; wearing a pink cotton dress
with a light green coat decorated with circle
appliqué, a pink cap, and blue shoes.
Height 18in
$500 - 700

5031

5032

5033
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, early 1920s, painted facial features,
side-glancing brown eyes, blonde mohair
wig, dots for eyebrows, mitten-type hands,
jointed at shoulders and hands; wearing a light
pink felt dress with floral appliqué trim and
matching shoes. This is one of the earlier dolls
made by Lenci.
Height 19in
$500 - 700
5034
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, early 1920s, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, dots for
eyebrows, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, brown mohair wig, mittentype hands, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a blue felt outfit decorated with a
rabbit and floral applique.
Height 18in
$500 - 700
5035
A felt girl doll
1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with painted
facial features, auburn mohair wig, side glancing
brown eyes, accented nostrils, mitten-type
hands; wearing a light pink dress decorated with
floral appliqué and a matching hat and shoes.
Height 16in
$200 - 300

5033
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5034

5036
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde curly mohair
hair, side-glancing brown eyes, accented nostrils,
jointed at shoulders and hips, wearing a blue
felt dress with front pockets decorated with
clusters of felt flowers, matching hat and shoes.
Height 21 1/2in
$700 - 900
5037
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1920s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, side-glancing large
brown eyes, full cheeks, blonde mohair wig,
accented nostrils, small pursed lips, jointed at
shoulders and hip; wearing a rose colored felt
dress with attached white bows, a large bow in
hair, and matching shoes.
Height 19in
$600 - 800
5038
A felt girl doll probably Lenci
1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with painted
facial features, side-glancing brown eyes, eye
shadow upper lid, brown mohair wig, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
multi-colored layered ruffled organdy dress with
a matching bonnet, shoes replaced.
Height 19in
$500 - 700
5039
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown side-glancing
eyes, brown mohair wig, closed mouth, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a light pink
organdy dress with applied felt flowers, white
shoes, and a yellow and pink hat.
Height 23in
$400 - 600

5036

5037

5038

5040

5040
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, black mohair wig, brown
side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a black felt coat
with pink trim, a two-tone pink and white
striped dress, and black felt shoes.
Height 17in
$250 - 350
5041
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown mohair wig
with coiled braids on either side of head, blue
side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a cotton multicolored striped dress with a white apron with
zig-zag patterned trim and felt applied hearts, red
felt shoes; with a Lenci cloth and paper label.
Height 19in
$500 - 700
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5044

5042

5043
5042
A pair of Lenci felt dolls, a spring bride
and groom
Italian, circa 1931, felt swivel heads with painted
facial features, side glancing eyes, accented
nostrils; the bride wearing a white ruffled
organdy dress decorated with little felt flower
clusters and black bows; the groom with plump
cheeks, blonde hair, jointed arms and legs,
wearing black tails decorated with a cluster of
flowers on his lapel and a white vest, bow tie
and gray pants.
Heights 18in, 20in
$2,000 - 3,000
5043
A Lenci felt girl doll with rare trunk
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a two-tone blue felt dress with matching hat
and shoes; together with its trunk complete
with pink pajamas, green organdy dress with
cape, green winter coat and shirts and two
fitted drawers with matching shoes and hats,
undergarments, and hairbrush.
Height 13in
$2,500 - 3,500
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5044
A rare Lenci felt girl doll dressed as a
gardener
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils, two
dots accenting lower lip, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a green felt overalls, white felt
blouse, a yellow hat decorated with felt flowers,
black laced clogs; holding a watering can.
Height 23in
$700 - 900
5045
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, late 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, upper lashes, blonde
mohair wig with braid coils on either side;
wearing a white organdy dress with white fringe
trim and decorated with floral felt applique,
scalloped edged socks and matching felt shoes.
Height 17in
$500 - 700

5045
5046
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, upper curly lashes,
accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a red and white floral printed dress
with white organdy sleeves, and red felt shoes;
holding a modern teddy bear.
Height 17in
$300 - 400
5047
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig with braids, brown side-glancing
eyes, curly upper lashes, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a green dress with a green
scalloped trim and a side pocket decorated
with applied felt flowers and matching felt
shoes; Lenci paper label.
Height 17in
$300 - 400

5048
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1940s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, brown mohair wig, sideglancing brown eyes, curly upper lashes; wearing
a blue felt coat with scalloped trim, a red and
blue plaid dress, two-tone blue wide brim hat,
and blue felt shoes; with a muff around her neck.
Height 17 1/2in
$600 - 800
5049
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1940s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, side-glancing brown eyes,
brown mohair wig, upper curly lashes, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a blue felt dress
with applied flowers and a white organdy blouse,
holding a flower, shoes replaced.
Height 19in
$600 - 800
5050
A Lenci felt boy doll with pipe
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, blonde mohair hair, blue
painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper lid, eye
shadow upper lid, closed mouth with hole for
pipe, jointed hips and shoulders; wearing a blue
outfit with matching coat with metal button,
red spats with buttons on side, and black hat.
Height 11in
$250 - 350
5051
A Lenci felt girl doll in winter costume
Italian, 1930, the swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, large blue side-glancing
eyes, curly upper lashes, pouty closed mouth,
blonde mohair wig, jointed shoulders and hips;
wearing a white organdy dress with applied
orange felt polka dots, with an orange jacket
and matching bonnet, and a faux fur muff.
Height 14in
$300 - 400

5049

5050

5052
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the felt swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, blonde mohair
wig, accented nostrils, jointed hips and arms;
wearing a blue felt dress decorated with clusters
of flowers, a blue and white inset front panel,
white organdy sleeves, and matching shoes.
Height 17in
$700 - 900
5053
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, brown mohair wig, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes,
two dots highlighting the lower lip, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a floral patterned
cotton blouse and pantaloons with a blue felt
apron and black shoes, Lenci cloth label.
Height 16in
$300 - 400

5051

5052
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5054

5055

5056

5057

5054
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, blue painted side-glancing eyes with eye
shading upper and lower lid, closed mouth,
accented nostrils; wearing a full white organdy
dress decorated with black polka dots and floral
appliqué design with a fitted turquoise top; with
a matching Lenci mascotte doll (total: 2 items).
Heights 17in, 9in
$700 - 900

5055
A pair of Lenci felt mascotte dolls
Italian, 1930s, both the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, brown sideglancing eyes; the first doll wearing a yellow
organdy dress with large red and pink applied
flowers and a black lace shawl, with a round
silver Lenci label; the other doll dressed in a
traditional Chinese costume with a large straw
hat and shoes with a thong, with a white
cloth Lenci label.
Heights 9in
$250 - 350
5056
A pair of Lenci felt mascotte dolls
Italian, 1930s, with pressed felt swivel heads,
painted facial features, blonde wigs; one doll
wearing a white organdy dress with applied pink
roses and a matching bonnet; the second doll
with a green felt dress with a white organdy
apron with applied felt flowers and large quilted
hat; doll in white with Lenci cloth and round
silver paper label.
Height 9in each
$250 - 350
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5057
A pair of Lenci felt mascottes
Italian, circa 1940, both with pressed felt swivel
heads, painted facial features; one dressed as
a Russian with an elaborate headdress and
colorful dress and the other dressed in a rose
colored dress with floral appliqué design and a
large bow at the front.
Heights 10in, 9in
$200 - 300
5058
A pair of felt dolls of an elderly couple
1930s, with molded and painted facial features,
a blonde and carrot-red wig, down turning
frowning mouths; wearing a brown top with
black button and a purple skirt, and he is
wearing a green jacket with black buttons and
orange pants.
Height 13in
$150 - 200

5059

5059

5061
5059
A Lenci felt mascotte in traditional Russian
costume and three bookmarks
Italian, circa 1940, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown side-glancing
eyes; the girl wearing a colorful costume of
orange, yellow and pink with an elaborate
headdress; three bookmarks of girls’ heads
wearing floral bonnets, each with a Lenci silver
round label; together with a miniature cloth
Russian boy (total: 5 items).
Heights 10in, 9in
$250 - 350

5060

5062
5060
A pair of Lenci felt mascottes in traditional
Dutch and Tyrolean costumes
Italian, 1930s, both with pressed felt heads,
painted facial features, blonde mohair wigs,
side-glancing brown eyes, painted eyelashes; the
boy wearing a fitted green jacket, beige shorts,
wool knee high socks, hiking shoes and a hat
with a felt flower, with a Lenci cloth label; the
girl wearing a blue skirt; with a Lenci box.
Heights 9in
$250 - 350
5061
A Lenci “Fetish” doll of Boris
Italian, 1926, model 275, with blue painted
side-glancing eyes, an impish face, an
open mouth with painted teeth and a red
bobbed mohair wig; wearing a pink coat
with elaborate floral designs, brown pants,
green embroidered knee high boots, and a
brown and creamed colored hat with a tassel;
holding a painted vodka jug.
Height 12in
$300 - 400

5062
A pair of Fiore Asian mascottes
Italian, 1930s, the swivel heads with pressed
and painted facial features, painted slanted sideglancing eyes, closed mouths; wearing white
costumes trimmed in green, she wears a kimono
with floral appliqué and he a fitted purple vest,
both with purple strapped sandals.
Height 10in
$300 - 400
5063
A pair of Lenci mascotte dolls
Italian, 1930s, the first of Little Red Riding Hood
and the second a boy dressed in a traditional
Russian costume, both with painted facial
features, side-glancing eyes; the girl wearing
blue and white pieced felt dress with a red
hooded cape, with Lenci cloth and round silver
label; the boy wearing a blue tunic and black
pants, holding a basket.
Heights 9in, 8 1/2in
$300 - 400
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5064
A pair of Lenci felt mascotte dolls
Italian, 1930s, both pressed felt swivel heads,
painted facial features, brown mohair wigs (one
with a topknot and long braids), side-glancing
eyes; the first doll wearing a cream felt dress
with blue lattice-design, a white apron with blue
scalloped trim, blue shoes and holding a broom,
model 300/15, with a Lenci cloth and round
silver paper labels; the second doll wearing a
green felt dress with a white organdy apron
with applied flowers and a yellow bonnet; with
a parchment heart-shaped Lenci label Toscana.
Heights 9in
$250 - 350

5063

5065
A Lenci felt mascotte of a boy
Italian, 1930s, with pressed felt head, painted
facial features, blonde mohair wig, side-glancing
blue eyes, closed mouth with pipe; wearing
a navy blue costume with metal buttons, red
leggings with buttons up the side, and a broad
rimmed hat, with Lenci heart-shaped paper label
Cuormaggiore, in its original Lenci box.
Height 9in
$250 - 350
5066
A Lenci felt peg leg pirate doll
Italian, 1960s, with molded felt face, painted
facial features, auburn mohair wig, oversize pipe
in mouth, and a peg leg, wearing a blue felt
sailor jacket with brass button, a red and white
striped shirt, gray pants, a Lenci round silver label.
Height 8in
$150 - 250

5064

5067
An early Lenci “Pan” mascotte
Italian, the molded tilted head with painted facial
features, brown side-glancing eyes, a wide grin,
pointed ears, yellow wig with white flowers;
wearing an olive green jacket trimmed in yellow
with white collar and wooden hooves, holding a
set of wooden pipes, with a Lenci cloth label.
Height 8in
$500 - 700
5068
A pair of Fiore felt Asian mascottes
Italian, 1930s, the swivel heads with pressed and
painted facial features, slanted side-glancing eyes,
closed mouths, and mitten-type hands; both
wearing white felt costumes with green trim;
she wears a kimono applied with white and pink
flowers and a purple sash, and he a fitted purple
vest, both with purple strapped sandals.
Height 8in each
$300 - 400

5065
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5067

5069
A wooden toy of Ferdinand the Bull
American, 1950s, W. Dent Ideal Novelty & Toy
Co., the painted figure with jointed legs and
head, stenciled Ferdinand above front left leg;
together with a book entitled The Story of
Ferdinand by Munro Leaf.
Length 11in
$50 - 75

5070
A pair of Schuco “Yes/No” golden plush
teddy bears
German, the swivel head with orange glass eyes,
black stitched noses and mouths, and “yes/no”
mechanism to tail, jointed at shoulders and hips;
large bear with cloth paw pads, the smaller with
felt paw pads.
Heights 14in, 21in
$300 - 400
5071
A black and white plush “Yes/No” panda bear
the swivel head with glass eyes, stitched nose and
mouth, felt pads, jointed at shoulders and hips,
the tail activates the head’s side-to-side movement.
Height 18in
$100 - 150

5070

5072
A Schuco “Yes/No” bellhop monkey
German, circa 1935, the felt and mohair face
with glass eyes, straw-filled body with metal
joints; wearing sewn-on bellhop uniform. The
tin body contains a lever that activates the head
for “yes” and “no” poses.
Height 14in
$250 - 350
5073
A golden mohair Schuco “Yes/No” teddy bear
1920s, with black button eyes, stitched mouth
and nose, cloth pads, moving the tail activates
the movement of the head.
Height 13in
$200 - 300
5074
Dean’s Rag Book cloth dolls of a dancing
couple, Joan and Peter
English, 1930s, the couple with printed facial
features and blonde wigs and wearing original
clothes and original label; together with “Dismal
Desmond” (total: 3 items).
Height of couple 12in
$150 - 200

5071

5075
A pair of Schuco key-wound elves
German, 1930s, each wearing felt costumes;
together with a Schuco key wound “Hydro
Car,” lacking key (total: 3 items).
Height 5in each, Length of car 10in
$100 - 150
5076
A collection of four Steiff plush mohair
teddy bears and a llama
Including a limited edition brown mohair bear
with growler, a brown mohair bear, a 1960s
“Original Ted,” a llama, and a blonde mohair
bear, each with button in left ear.
Heights from 9in to 23in
$300 - 400

5072

5073
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5077
A German bisque-head doll
early 1900s, incised Germany, painted hair, sleep
eyes, closed mouth, on a composition bent-limb
five-piece baby composition body.
Height 15 1/2in
$300 - 400
5078
A pair of German bisque-head dolls
early 1900s, the first incised Heubach
Koppelsdorf // 399 and the second an oriental
baby doll, both with painted hair, sleep eyes,
closed mouths, on composition bent-limb fivepiece baby bodies.
Heights 10in each
$200 - 300

5077

5079
A German bisque-head doll
Circa 1900, incised Simon & Halbig // Germany
//126, with a wig, sleep eyes, open mouth with
two upper teeth and tremble tongue, on a
composition bent-limb baby body.
Height 13in
$200 - 300
5080
A collection of three German bisque-head
dolls
early 1900s, each incised K * R Simon & Halbig
126, each with a wig, all with sleep eyes, each
with open mouths inset with two upper teeth
and a tremble tongue, all on five-piece baby
composition bodies, all dressed in original
clothes and wigs.
Height 10in each
$300 - 400

5078

5081
A German bisque-head baby doll
early 1900s, incised K* R // Simon & Halbig //
126 // Germany, with sleep eyes, new brown
wig, open/closed mouth with inset two upper
teeth and a tremble tongue, on a five-piece
bent-limb composition baby body.
Height 19in
$250 - 350
5082
A pair of German bisque-head baby dolls
early 1900s, incised 122 K*R // Simon & Halbig
and the other incised K*R // Simon & Halbig
// 126 // Germany; both with wigs, sleep glass
eyes, open mouths with two upper teeth, one
with tremble tongue, both with composition
bodies; together with a miniature Schuco teddy
bear (total: 3 items).
Heights 13 1/2in, 11in
$300 - 400

5079
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5083
A pair of German bisque-head baby dolls
early 1900s, incised “K*R//Simon &
Halbig//121” and the other incised “K*R//
Simon & Halbig//126,” both with wigs, glass
eyes, open mouths with upper teeth, one
with tremble tongue; both with bent-limb
composition baby bodies.
Heights 10in, 17in
$400 - 600
5084
A J.D. Kestner bisque-head doll
German, early 1900s, incised Made in// H.
Germany 12. // 247 // JDK, with brown wig,
sleep eyes, open mouth inset with two upper
teeth and a tremble tongue, on a five-piece
bent-limb composition baby body.
Height 15in
$250 - 350
5085
A Kley & Hahn German bisque-head toddler
doll
early 1900s, incised K & H, with sleep eyes,
brown wig, an open mouth inset with two
upper teeth and a tremble tongue, on a
composition and wood ball-jointed toddler body.
Height 16in
$200 - 300
5086
A German bisque-head baby doll
early 1900s, incised K * R//Simon & Halbig //
127, with sleep eyes, molded hair, an open
mouth with two upper teeth and tremble
tongue, on a jointed composition baby body.
Height 14in
$150 - 200
5087
A Lenci style felt girl doll
1930s, with painted facial features, blonde wig
in pigtails, repainted blue side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a black dress with gray, red and blue
geometric applique designs.
Height 21in
$400 - 600
5088
A Lenci felt sailor boy doll
Italian, series 300, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown painted
side- glancing eyes, accented nostrils, curly
upper lashes, blonde mohair wig, jointed at the
shoulders and hips; wearing a felt navy suit with
a navy blue tie and black leather shoes, and cap,
with Lenci cloth label.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500

5089
A Lenci felt sailor girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
curly upper lashes, blonde mohair wig, jointed
at the shoulders and hips; wearing a felt sailor
suit with a navy blue tie and black leather shoes.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5090
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown mohair wig, accented nostrils, sideglancing browns eyes, jointed at shoulders and
hip; wearing a tan belted trench coat, brown
necktie, gray pants, a brown felt cap, and brown
leather shoes, in a Lenci box.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200
5091
A Lenci felt school boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes; wearing a blue and brown
knit sweater, a black bow tie, beige shorts, and
brown leather shoes.
Height 17in
$500 - 700
5092
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, 1930s, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, black
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, eye
shadow upper lid, accented nostrils, jointed at
shoulders and hips; not in original clothing.
Height 17in
$300 - 400

5088

5089

5090

5091
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5093
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes, eye
shadow, accented nostrils, jointed at hips and
shoulders; wearing a red felt coat, side pockets
decorated with floral appliqué, red and white
hat, and matching shoes.
Height 17in
$600 - 800
5094
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, this O’Leary boy
with swivel head with pressed and painted
facial features, blonde curly mohair wig, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
jointed at shoulders and joints; wearing a felt
shirt, brown shorts, leather belt, and brown
quilted shoes.
Height 17in
$600 - 800

5093

5094

5095
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, auburn
curly mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
jointed at shoulders and hip; wearing a white,
red and black pieced-felt dress with a replaced
matching red undergarment.
Height 17in
$350 - 450
5096
A Lenci felt doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, curly
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, curly
upper lashes, accented nostrils, dots accented
lower lip, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing an orange tunic in yellow trim with a
rooster appliqué design on the front, maroon
shorts and shoes.
Height 17in
$700 - 900

5095
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5096

5097
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes,
blonde mohair wig, accented nostrils, two dots
accenting lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a white organdy dress decorated
with applied felt flowers, a large pink felt bow in
her hair, and pink felt shoes.
Height 17 1/2in
$600 - 800
5098
A Lenci felt boy doll of a scout
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a beige shirt, brown shorts, a black tie, a brown
hat and brown replaced shoes.
Height 17in
$600 - 800
5099
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair curly hair, side-glancing brown eyes,
dots accenting nostrils, two dots accenting
lower lip, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a two-tone blue jacket with side pockets and
four buttons, brown shorts, a brown necktie, a
brown and navy blue hat, and brown felt shoes.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500

5097

5098

5099

5100

5100
A Lenci felt school boy
Italian, 1930s, series 300, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, an auburn
mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes, accented
nostrils; wearing a red and brown knit sweater
with matching socks, beige shorts, a black bow
tie, brown leather shoe. There is only one shoe.
Height 17 1/2in
$600 - 800
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5101
A Lenci felt school boy
Italian, 1930s, series 300, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, side-glancing brown eyes, accented nostrils,
two dots accenting the lower lip, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a blue and gray knit
sweater with matching socks, cotton shirt, black
bow tie, beige shorts and shoes not original.
Height 17 1/2in
$700 - 900
5102
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300 the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes, curly
upper lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips,
wearing a yellow organdy dress with applied felt
flowers, large yellow bow in hair and holding a
bouquet of felt flowers, in an original box.
Height 17in
$600 - 800

5101

5102

5103
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, two dots accenting
lower lip, accented nostrils, brown mohair wig,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a white
organdy dress decorated with pink and blue
floral applique designs and green trim, matching
green felt shoes.
Height 17in
$600 - 800
5104
A Lenci felt doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, accented nostrils, two dots accenting the
lower lip, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a light green coat with pieced felt windowpane
pattern, trimmed in white faux fur, black shorts,
a brown felt hat, and black shoes.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000

5103
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5104

5105
A Lenci felt doll of a Victorian gentleman
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, light eye
shadow on lower lid, curly upper lashes, accented
nostrils, brown mohair wig; wearing a black top
hat, blue vest, brown leather shoes and a long
brown overcoat, and holding a walking stick;
with a Lenci round silver paper label.
Height 17in
$700 - 900
5106
A Lenci felt boy doll of a golfer
Italian, circa 1930, series 300 from the
sporting series, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown mohair
wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
an olive green top with a pink, yellow and
green geometric patterned trim, tan pants, a
white felt shirt and a tan cap.
Height 17in
$600 - 800
5107
A Lenci felt school boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, eye shadow, accented nostrils, two
dots highlighting the lower lip, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing an olive green
and brown knit sweater with matching socks,
beige shorts, and brown leather shoes, with a
Lenci paper label 300/10.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200

5105

5106

5107

5108

5108
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
red felt dress with a black and white trim around
the neckline with matching shoes and cap.
Height 17 1/2in
$800 - 1,200
5109
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, blue painted side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, painted curly upper lashes,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing an
original Tyrolean style bolero top and a replaced
red skirt and white ice skates.
Height 17in
$200 - 300
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5110
A Lenci felt doll of the drummer boy
Italian, 1930, series 300/7, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, with brown
side-glancing eyes with gray shading, accented
nostrils, blonde bobbed mohair wig, jointed hips
and arms; wearing a cream, blue and yellow
uniform with buttons down the front, thigh
high leggings with buttons down the side and a
drum with drum sticks.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000
5111
A Lenci felt school boy doll
Italian, first produced in 1927, series 300/10,
the swivel head with pressed and painted facial
features, blonde mohair wig, brown painted
side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a red and blue knit sweater, matching socks and
cap, beige shorts, and brown leather shoes.
Height 17in
$700 - 900

5110

5111

5112
A Lenci felt “Elio” doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel
head with pressed and painted facial feature,
blonde mohair wig, brown side- glancing eyes,
shading lower lid, closed mouth with two dots
highlighting the lower lip, accented nostrils,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing cream
and blue felt pajamas with blue buttons.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5113
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, curly
upper lashes, two dots accenting the lower lip,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a pink,
blue and white coat in a geometric pattern,
a self-covered button, and matching hat and
shoes, with a Lenci paper and cloth label.
Height 17in
$600 - 800

5112
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5113

5114
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, blue
painted side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
eye shadow upper lid, and blonde mohair wig,
jointed at the hips and shoulders; wearing a
pink organdy multi-layered dress with large
matching bow, a blue and pink felt floral petal
necklace; Lenci inscribed on both feet.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200
5115
A Lenci felt doll of Mozart
Italian, 1931, series 300, style E/68, the swivel
head with pressed and painted facial features,
blue painted side-glancing eyes, eye shadow
to upper lid, accented nostrils and blonde
mohair wig; wearing a yellow floral vest and
a green waistcoat, both embroidered with
floral patterns, and gray knickers and green
shoes, holding a bouquet of flowers and his tricornered hat in one hand; Lenci cloth label.
Height 17in
$1,200 - 1,600

5114

5115

5116
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
bobbed mohair wig, brown painted sideglancing eyes, curly upper lids, accented nostrils,
closed mouth, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a light blue waistcoat, beige cuffed
pants, and a top hat.
Height 17in
$600 - 800
5117
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, two dots
accenting the lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a red felt jacket, white shirt, black
tie, black and white checked shorts, knit wool
socks, and brown leather laced shoes.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500

5116

5117
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5118
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, painted feathered eyebrows, curly
upper lashes, brown painted side-glancing
eyes, jointed hips and shoulders; wearing a
fitted brown felt jacket with metal buttons, a
white shirt with black tie, brown felt shorts with
geometric pattern, wool socks, brown leather
shoes and a brown cap.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200
5119
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, two
dots accent the lower lip, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a replaced blue and red
felt dress decorated with applied flowers and
matching bonnet.
Height 17in
$300 - 400

5118

5119

5120
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, 1930s, series 300, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
closed mouth, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a tan overcoat, gray pants, and a brown
cap, black leather shoes.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200
5121
A Lenci felt doll dressed as a sailor
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, two dots
accenting lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a navy blue sailor uniform with a
black taffeta tie and matching hat and shoes.
Height 17in
$2,000 - 3,000

5120
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5121

5122
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown side-glancing eyes, brown mohair wig,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, two
dots accenting lower lip, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a pale green organdy dress
with applied felt flowers and matching shoes;
holding a jump rope.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200
5123
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, eye
shadow upper lid, accented nostrils, two dots
accenting lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a blue, green, and white checked
vest, a white long sleeve shirt, black bow tie,
blue felt pants, black laced leatherette shoes;
with a Lenci paper label.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5124
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a red and tan striped shorts a yellow top with
buttons down the front, a red cap, and brown
shoes; holding a bouquet of felt flowers, with
Lenci cloth label.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500

5122

5123

5124

5125

5125
A Lenci felt girl doll dressed as a sailor
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
white pleated skirt, a white and blue sweater, a
blue tie, a sailor cap and black shoes.
Height 17in
$1,200 - 1,800
5126
A collection of four Lenci plastic dolls
Italian, 1950s, each doll with wigs, painted
facial features, side-glancing eyes, closed
mouths, wearing regional costumes, three
with original Lenci labels; together with a
monk doll (total: 5 items).
Height 9 1/2in tallest
$100 - 150
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5127
A pair of R. John Wright dolls of Raggedy
Ann and Andy
American, edition 588/1000, all felt dolls
painted facial features, each with their metal
buttons, in its original box, together with a
book entitled Raggedy Ann’s Magical Wishes
(total: 3 items).
Height 8in each
$200 - 300
5128
A pair of R. John Wright felt mice, “Hunca
Munca” and “Annamarie”
The first was released as part of the Beatrix
Potter Collection in 2007, limited edition no.
413/500, with glass pupil eyes, resin hands/
feet, leather tail, a printed dress with apron,
holding a broom and dustpan; the second was
released in 2009, limited edition no. 94/ 250
and was the first issue in the Mouse Seasons
Series: Winter Mouse, with mohair, jointed at
neck and shoulders, felt costume with plush
trim, holding felt holly and berries, both in
their original boxes.
Height 3in each
$200 - 300

5128

5129
An R. John Wright doll of Heidi and her
goat Snowflake
American, issued in 2000, edition 274/500, the
felt doll with hand-painted facial features, body
fully jointed, brown mohair wig with a felt floral
wreath, holding Snowflake with felt horns,
hooves and glass eyes, both have metal buttons.
Height 7 1/2in
$300 - 400
5130
An R. John Wright doll of Peter the
Goatherd with his goat Turk
American, issued in 2003, edition 2/5, with
painted facial features, blonde mohair wig, with
a very detailed Swiss costume, with his goat, in
its original box.
Height Peter 17 1/2in, Length goat 11in
$400 - 600

5129

5131
An R. John Wright doll of Little Miss Muffet
American, 1993, edition 97/100, with painted
facial features, blonde mohair wig, blue eyes;
wearing a rose colored dress with white dots
and a long white apron, with matching bonnet,
she carries a wooden bowl with curds and whey
and a metal spoon.
Height 17in
$250 - 350

5130
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5131

5132
An R. John Wright doll of Sno Baby and
his bear
American, released 2006.
Heights 6 1/2in, 4 1/2in
$100 - 150
5133
An R. John Wright felt doll of “The Chinaman”
American, edition 93/250, this doll is from the
Palmer Cox Brownie Collection, with painted
facial features; wearing a blue and gray traditional
Chinese costume, holding a paper lantern.
Height 8in
$100 - 150
5134
A pair of R. John Wright felt mice,
“Annamarie”
American, released in 2009, edition no 97/250
and 95/250, the first issue in the Mouse Seasons
Series: Winter Mouse, with mohair, jointed at
neck and shoulders, felt costume with plush
trim, holding felt holly and berries, both in their
original boxes.
Heights 3in
$200 - 300

5133

5135

5135
An R. John Wright felt doll of
Christopher Robin
American, limited edition no. 125/500, with
painted facial features; wearing a tan raincoat,
rain boots, complete with an umbrella, in its
original box.
Height 18in
$300 - 400
5136
An R. John Wright doll of Christopher Robin
and Winnie the Pooh at bedtime
American, 1999, from a limited edition set
of 500, wearing striped pajamas, a wool felt
burgundy robe, homemade leather slippers
accompanied by Winnie the Pooh with a
nightcap; the first 250 was offered to collectors
at the 12th Annual Walt Disney World Teddy
Bear and Doll Convention in 1999, this edition
had Pooh with the nightcap, both with labels.
Heights 17 1/2in, 7 1/2in
$400 - 600
5137
An R. John Wright felt doll of Little Bo-Peep
American, released in 2002 in edition of 100
made exclusively for The Toy Shoppe, Richmond,
Virginia; with jointed neck and glass eyes,
brown mohair wig, with a wool lamb.
Height 17in
$400 - 600

5136

5137
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5138
A collection of R. John Wright felt dolls of
Columbine, Pierrot and Harlequin
Edition no. 16/300 for the Columbine and
edition no. 188/250 for the Harlequin, on a
crescent moon display, Pierrot with button,
Harlequin and Columbine with labels.
Heights moon 24in, dolls 15in
$200 - 300
5139
A pair of R. John Wright felt over wood dolls
American, both with painted facial features,
mohair wigs; the fairy with paper label “Rosella”
and the lady in the pink organdy dress with
paper label “Columbine,” edition 40/300.
Heights 13in, 14in
$300 - 400
5138
5139

5140
An R. John Wright doll of Elizabeth
American, released in 1981-1985 in editions
of 250, from the “Little Children Series I” with
painted facial features, blue eyes, black hair
combed to the side, wearing a rose colored
cotton dress (lacking the apron), and black
shoes, with paper label.
Height 17in
$150 - 200
5141
An R. John Wright felt doll from the Kate
Greenaway series “Rebecca”
May, 2009, limited edition of 250, the first doll
in the Kate Greenaway Series made for the
first R. John Wright Doll Convention in Albany,
NY, with a molded face with painted facial
features, blue eyes, curly blonde wig; wearing
a pale green dress with a straw bonnet, socks
and leather slippers, in its original box with a
Certificate of Authenticity.
Height 12in
$200 - 300
5142
An R. John Wright felt doll of “Edward and
His Rum-A –Tum Drum”
American, released in 1989 and was made
exclusively for The Enchanted Dollhouse in
Manchester, Vermont, edition no. 119/150; with
felt swivel head, painted facial features, closed
mouth, auburn mohair wig with bangs; wearing
a maroon velvet costume with ruffled collar and
cuffs, stockings and shoes; carrying a wooden
drum; in its original box.
Height 17in
$200 - 300

5140

5141
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5142

5143
An R. John Wright felt mouse, “Annamarie”
American, released in 2009, edition no.
93/250, and was the first issue in the Mouse
Seasons Series: Winter Mouse, with mohair,
jointed at neck and shoulders, felt costume
with plush trim, holding felt holly and berries,
in its original box.
Height 3in
$100 - 150

5144
A pair of R. John Wright dolls of Alice
and the White Rabbit from the “Alice in
Wonderland Collection”
American, 2003 and 2004 respectively, White
Rabbit edition 487/500 and Alice edition
112/750, Alice with painted facial features, fully
jointed body, mohair wig, all original outfit with
pendant, shoes, stockings, in its original box;
White Rabbit with mohair plush, felt hands, fully
jointed, leather eyes, and felt costume, with
label, both with metal buttons.
Heights 13in, 17in
$500 - 700
5145
An R. John Wright felt doll of Little Red
Riding Hood
American, 1988-1991, edition 112/500,
with painted facial features; wearing a white
blouse and apron over a gray skirt with a red
cape and leather shoes, holding a basket, in
its original box.
Height 20in
$300 - 400

5144

5145

5146
An R. John Wright felt “The Enchanted Doll”
American, released in 1989, edition no.
136/500, the doll was made exclusively for The
Enchanted Dollhouse, Manchester, Vermont;
molded felt face, painted facial features, fully
jointed; this doll featured the unused preliminary
Snow White face mold; in its original box with a
Certificate of Authenticity.
Height 14in
$150 - 200
5147
An R. John Wright felt doll of “Tom Tom
the Piper’s Son”
American, released in 2003, edition 68/100,
with painted facial features, blue eyes, auburn
mohair wig, jointed arms and legs, wearing
a blue felt jacket and tam, dark blue kilt with
applique plaid, striped socks, black shoes, a
brown leather felt bag, holding a mohair piglet,
with a label reading “Best Wishes Wright.”
Height 17in
$400 - 600
5148
A collection of four R. John Wright animals
American, comprising Bao-Bao, edition 189/500,
released in 1999 and made exclusively for
Precious Things, Singapore; Mittens, edition
121/500; both with labels; a Jemima’s Duckling,
released 2001; and a fox; all with metal buttons.
Heights from 5in to 12in
$200 - 300
5146

5147
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5149
A collection of four R. John Wright dolls
American, comprising Becassine with her goose,
circa 2006, edition 168/400, with molded felt
face and painted facial features, mohair wig,
wearing a regional costume; a little boy doll
named “Cole” holding a Humpty Dumpty doll
(circa 2004); a little girl doll named “Molly”
holding her rag doll (circa 2004); and a white
felt model of a doll, all with Wright metal
buttons; together with a book entitled Becassine
Fait du Scoutisme (total: 5 items).
Height 11in tallest
$400 - 600

5149

5150

5150
A pair of R. John Wright felt dolls, Michael
and Lindsay
American, 1984-1985, edition no. 164/250, from
the Babe in Toyland Series II, both with blonde
mohair wigs, painted facial features, wearing
olive green felt pajamas; Michael holds his brown
velveteen rabbit and a plaid blanket and Lindsay
holds a sleeping baby in a christening dress; both
with R. John Wright paper labels.
Heights 16in each
$400 - 600
5151
A pair of R. John Wright felt dolls of Arthur
and Lillian
American, 1987-1989, edition 170/500, both
with painted facial features, wearing sailor suits;
the boy holds a wooden sailboat and the girl
carries a jump rope, both with paper labels and
metal buttons; this set won the DOTY award in
February of 1987.
Heights 18in, 20in
$500 - 700

5151

5152

5153
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5152
A pair of R. John Wright felt dolls of Gretel
and Hans Brinker
American, 1990-1992, edition 294/350, both
painted facial features, wearing Dutch clothing,
the pair are based on the book Hans Brinker or
The Silver Skates by Mary Mapes Dodge, paper
label with Gretel, both with metal buttons.
Heights 20in, 18in
$800 - 1,200

5153
A set of R. John Wright dolls of Christopher
Robin and his animal friends
American, circa 1997, from the pocket series,
the animals include Winnie the Pooh, Owl, two
Tiggers, Rabbit, Roo, and Piglet, all with labels
(total: 8 items).
Heights Christopher 12in, tallest animal 5in
$300 - 400

5159
A felt girl doll
the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial
features, blonde mohair wig, brown sideglancing eyes, with mitten-type hands, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a blue and gray
felt dress, lacking shoes.
Height 18in
$200 - 300

5154
A Maggie Iacono felt “Annie” girl doll
American, felt-over-wood doll with painted facial
features, auburn mohair wig; wearing a felt green
embroidered hooded cap with floral applique.
Height 16in
$200 - 300

5160
A pair of Madame Alexander cloth dolls of
“Tiny Tim” and “Little Nell”
American, circa 1935, both with flocked mask
faces, painted facial features, side-glancing
eyes, blonde wigs, and cloth bodies, both with
cloth label.
Heights 15in each
$200 - 300

5155
A Maggie Iacono felt doll
American, edition 51/70, a felt-over-wood doll
with painted facial features, a brown wig, balljointed body; wearing a felt dress decorated with a
pastoral scene, holding a lamb, with a paper label.
Height 16in
$300 - 400
5156
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, the pressed felt swivel head with painted
facial features, brown side-glancing eyes, mohair
wigs, jointed at shoulders and hips; together
with a souvenir doll with a painted composition
face and cloth body (total: 2 items).
Heights 13in each
$200 - 300
5157
A collection of seven cloth dolls
comprising a Norah Welling sailor and brownie
type doll, a Chad Valley “bambino” with glass
eyes, a Chad Valley dwarf from the Snow White
set, a cloth doll in traditional Turkish costume,
and additional two cloth dolls.
Heights from 18in to 9in
$300 - 400
5158
A pair of felt dolls
1930s, both with felt swivel heads, painted facial
features, side-glancing eyes, blonde wigs, mittentype hands, and jointed at shoulders and hips.
Height 19in, 20 1/2in
$400 - 600

5161
A pair of felt dolls
1930s, with pressed felt swivel heads, painted
facial features, mohair wigs, accented nostrils,
jointed at shoulders and hips; one doll dressed
as a matador wearing a black velvet costume, a
wide red sash around the waist, and a montera;
the other doll is dressed as a child wearing an
organdy blouse, blue felt shorts and shoes,
holding a hobby horse.
Heights 16in, 15in
$200 - 300

5154

5162
A pair of cloth dolls
Both with painted facial features, mohair wigs,
closed mouths, side- glancing eyes, jointed
shoulders and hips; the boy wearing a plaid
sweater and beige paints; the girl wearing a
yellow and brown dress with blue fringe trim.
Heights boy 19in, girl 16in
$200 - 300
5163
A group of three cloth dolls
All with painted facial features and elongated
limbs; comprising a Spanish lady with manylayered ruffled dress; and a couple dressed in
Louis XIV style clothing.
Heights 21in, 18in, 18in
$150 - 200
5164
A pair of cloth dolls
both with painted facial features, wearing
elaborate Louis XIV style costumes.
Heights 12in each
$100 - 150

5155
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5165
A Lenci felt character lady doll of Columbina
Italian, circa 1928, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig with curls, brown side-glancing eyes,
upper curly lashes, a painted beauty mark on
right side of face and another to left cheek,
accented nostrils, eye shadow, jointed at hips
and shoulders; wearing a coral and orange
formal dress; fitted bodice with molded bust
and an attached over skirt with appliqué , white
organdy lower sleeves, white ruffle at neckline,
ruffled trim, small white bows down front of
bodice, pieced-felt geometric design on skirt,
organdy petticoats and bloomers, silk knit
stockings, high heeled posed feet, jointed at
shoulders and hips.
Originally from the 16th Century Italian street
theater “Commedia dell’ Arte,” Columbina
(which means little dove) plays a comic servant,
sometimes Arlecchino’s lover and Pierrot’s wife.
Height 26in
$1,800 - 2,000
5166
A Lenci felt character doll of a Pierrot
Italian, 1920s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, a sad expression
with a down turned mouth, molded eyelids,
blue painted side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils; wearing a white felt costume with
large black self-covered buttons, a multilayered ruffled collar, a black cap, holding a
painted wooden lute.
Height 20in
$800 - 1,200
5167
A Lenci felt character doll of Arlecchino
Italian, 1924, with pressed felt doll, painted
facial features, brown side-glancing eyes,
molded eyelids, a broad smile with painted
upper teeth, elongated torso and limbs, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing two-toned
yellow harlequin costume with pieced felt
diamond shapes, a multi-layered ruffled collar
and trim at sleeves, a black belt, black hat, and
black felt shoes.
Height 29in
$1,000 - 1,500

5165

5168
A Lenci felt lady doll of Madame
Pompadour
Italian, 1927, series 165/16, pressed felt swivel
head, blonde mohair wig with ringlets, painted
facial features, downward side-glancing brown
eyes, molded lids, open/closed mouth with
upper painted teeth, elongated limbs; wearing a
light pink organdy ruffled dress with a string of
felt roses down the front, a hat decorated with
felt flowers, and high heeled shoes..
Height 27 1/2in
$800 - 1,200

5166
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5167

5168

5169

5170
5169
A Lenci long-limbed lady doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, an auburn
mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, molded
half lids, upper curly lashes, elongated torso
and limbs; wearing a white organdy dress with
lacey scalloped trim, decorated with garlands
of felt flowers, fitted lace gloves, posed feet
with felt shoes.
Height 19in
$400 - 600

5171
5170
A Lenci felt lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown painted
side-glancing eyes with shading on upper lid,
accented nostrils, closed mouth, blonde mohair
wig, elongated limbs; wearing a fitted turquoise
jacket over a floral patterned organdy dress.
Height 27in
$700 - 900

5171
A Lenci long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, brown side-glancing
eyes, accented nostrils, brown mohair wig with
ringlets, curly upper lashes; wearing a green
and gray striped skirt with fitted top with selfcovered buttons with a yellow bonnet with a
green bow, black laced shoes.
Height 37in
$1,000 - 1,500
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5172

5174

5173

5175

5172
A Lenci felt lady doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils, two dots
accenting the lower lip, curly upper lashes, elongated limbs, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing light pink organdy dress with scalloped trim
and applied flowers at the bodice, and felt flowers in her hair.
Height 34 1/2in
$800 - 1,200

5174
A Lenci long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial features,
large side-glancing blue eyes, blonde mohair curly wig, eyeliner, eye
shading; wearing a white organdy dress with green felt lattice design on
the bodice and applied flowers, a bonnet with a large pink bow, fitted
long gloves, lattice designed shoes.
Height 38in
$2,000 - 2,500

5173
A Lenci felt lady doll
Italian, circa 1930, with pressed felt head, painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig with coiled braids to sides of head, blue side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders; wearing a gray organdy multilayered ruffles dress with a gray felt bodice, a straw hat decorated with
pink felt flowers, white stocking and matching gray shoes; holding a staff.
Height 34in
$800 - 1,200

5175
A Lenci felt lady doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial
features, blonde mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, elongated
limbs, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a black taffeta dress
with applied colorful felt flowers, a white organdy apron and hat,
petticoats, and black shoes.
Height 33in
$1,000 - 1,500
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5177
5176

5179
5178
5176
A Lenci felt long-limbed lady doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial
features, side-glancing blue eyes, eyeliner, eye shadow, dots accented
nostrils, blonde mohair wig, elongated limbs; wearing a pale pink organdy
ruffled dress with applied felt flowers, a pink bonnet decorated with felt
flowers, holding a bouquet of flowers.
Height 28in
$1,000 - 1,500
5177
A Lenci long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial features,
downward side-glancing blue eyes, molded eyelids, feathered eyebrows,
open/closed mouth, upper teeth, blonde mohair wig; wearing a pink and
blue felt dress trimmed in a pink ruffle, and black high-heeled shoes.
Height 27in
$1,500 - 2,000

5178
A Lenci felt long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, with elongated limbs;
wearing a replaced red and black dress and an elaborate bonnet
decorated with flowers.
Height 25in
$500 - 700
5179
A Lenci felt long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial features,
downward side-glancing blue eyes, blonde mohair wig, an open/closed
repainted mouth with teeth, molded eyelid, wearing a pale pink organdy
dress with applied flowers, felt flowers in her hair, dress torn in places.
Height 27in
$600 - 800
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5180
A Lenci felt boudoir doll
Italian, 1930s, the felt pressed and painted
swivel head with blue painted downward and
side-glancing eyes, molded eyelids, eye shadow
upper lid, accented nostrils, open/closed mouth
with painted teeth, blonde mohair wig, molded
bosom, elongated neck and long slender cloth
legs; wearing a black and white checkered
organdy multi-layered dress, long fitted gloves,
high heeled shoes, earrings and necklace, and
holding a felt black mask.
Height 26in
$800 - 1,200
5181
A Lenci felt boudoir doll of a maid
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown mohair wig,
blue side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils, an
open/closed mouth with painted upper teeth,
elongated limbs, and feet posed for high-heeled
shoes; wearing a black dress with white collar
and sleeve cuffs, a white organdy apron and
matching cap, lacy stockings and high-heeled
shoes; with Lenci cloth label.
Height 25in
$800 - 1,200

5180

5181

5182
A Lenci felt doll of Little Red Riding Hood
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, blonde mohair hair,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, highlighted lower lip, elongated torso
and limbs; wearing a fitted red bodice with
full sleeves and full skirt decorated with dots
and diamond patterned appliqué, high-heeled
slippers; holding a basket with felt flowers.
Height 26in
$1,000 - 1,500
5183
A Lenci long limbed lady doll
Italian, circa 1925, the swivel head with painted
facial features, brown side-glancing eyes, closed
mouth and blonde mohair wig; wearing a blue
felt dress with layered scalloped fringe, a white
organdy apron and pantaloons and matching
bonnet, with high heeled shoes.
Height 24in
$500 - 700

5183
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5182

5184
A Lenci felt long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, pressed felt swivel head, painted
facial features, brown mohair wig, brown sideglancing eyes, accented nostrils, eye shadow;
wearing a pink organdy dress with a white
bonnet; holding a sewing bag and thread, with
Lenci paper label.
Height 24in
$800 - 1,200

5184

5185

5186

5185
A Lenci felt long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, downward side-glancing blue eyes,
molded lids, open/closed mouth with upper
teeth; wearing a pink organdy dress with
multi-layered ruffle trim.
Height 27in
$600 - 800

5187

5186
A Lenci felt long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
blonde mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils; wearing a black taffeta dress
with a pink and light blue felt broad rimmed
hat, with a Lenci paper label 165/31.
Height 24in
$700 - 900

5187
A Lenci felt long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, downward side-glancing
brown eyes, molded lids, an open/closed mouth
with painted teeth, eye shadow; wearing a
black and pale green organdy multi-layered
ruffled dress, fitted gloves, and no shoes.
Height 26in
$600 - 800
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5189

5188

5191

5188
A Lenci felt long-limbed lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, side-glancing brown eyes, dots accenting
nostrils; wearing a gray felt dress with green
ruffled trim, floral appliqué, and a green and
yellow striped overcoat.
Height 24in
$600 - 800

5192
5189
A Lenci felt “Fadette” smoker doll
Italian, circa 1923, the pressed felt swivel head
with brown mohair wig, downward side-glancing
brown eyes, molded eyelids, accented nostrils,
eye shadow, smoking a cigarette; wearing a pink
jacket and pants with black self-covered buttons,
pink and black cuffed sleeves and pants, and black
high-heeled shoes; together with a composition
boudoir doll on a jointed body wearing orange felt
jacket and hat and silk skirt (total: 2 items).
Height 26in
$800 - 1,200
5190
A Lenci long-limbed felt lady doll
Italian, circa 1930, the swivel head with painted
facial features, brown mohair wig, blue sideglancing eyes; wearing a replaced organdy
layered ruffled dress with green trim.
Height 26in
$300 - 400
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5191
A Lenci felt long-limbed lady doll in
traditional costume of Spain
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, black mohair wig,
downward side-glancing brown eyes, molded
eyelids, open/closed mouth with painted upper
teeth, elongated limbs; wearing a maroon dress
with layered ruffles trimmed in black, a black hat
draped in lace, and black high heel shoes.
Height 27in
$700 - 900
5192
A Lenci felt long-limbed Russian dancer doll
Italian, 1925, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, blonde braided mohair
wig, side-glancing blue eyes, dots accenting
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing an
elaborate costume with extensive embroidery and
appliqué floral patterns, a cotton blouse, leather
embroidered boots, and a colorful headdress.
Height 40in
$2,000 - 3,000

5193
5194

5195

5196

5193
A Lenci felt lady doll
Italian, circa 1928, with felt pressed and painted facial features, painted
brown side-glancing eyes, elongated face and neck, curly upper lashes,
tiny closed pursed lips, long blonde mohair braids, muslin torso and legs,
felt arms, and feet posed for high heels; wearing a colorful Hungarian
style costume with appliqué and embroidered designs, an elaborate felt
floral headdress, partial Lenci paper label.
Height 27in
$1,000 - 1,500

5195
A Lenci Spanish lady doll
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed and painted facial features,
black mohair wig, half-closed eyes, brown painted downward sideglancing eyes, open mouth with teeth, elongated neck and limbs, jointed
at hips; wearing a red full dress trimmed with multi-tiered ruffles, a large
black hat with a long cascading lacy veil, red kid leather boots, and large
hoop earrings.
Height 26in
$1,000 - 1,500

5194
A Lenci felt lady doll in traditional Russian costume
Italian, 1925/26, the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blue side-glancing eyes, upper curly lashes, carrot-red mohair wig with
long braids, accented nostrils, a wide smile, row of painted upper teeth,
elongated torso and legs, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a Russian
costume in vibrant colors with applied highly decorative designs, a blue
felt jacket with gold lamé embroidered brocade, a matching cap and red
felt boots, with Lenci paper label 269.
Height 30in
$2,000 - 2,500

5196
A Lenci lady felt doll in traditional costume
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with painted facial features, black mohair
wig, blue side-glancing eyes, dots accenting nostrils, curly upper lashes,
eye shadow; wearing an elaborate pink, purple and black costume, with
embroidered floral pattern at the front, white organdy blouse, hoop
earrings, holding a bouquet of flowers.
Height 24in
$1,000 - 1,500
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5197
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Russian
costume
Italian, 1930, model 300/49, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes,
accented nostrils, blonde hair with long braids,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a traditional
elaborate Russian costume with vibrant colors
of purple, pink, orange, yellow, decorated with
appliqués and embroidered swirling designs, a
large headdress crowning her head, complete with
embroidered leather high boots.
Height 17in
$1,200 - 1,600
5198
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Russian
costume
Italian, 1930, model 300/48, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features,
emerald green painted side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, and a red bobbed mohair
wig, jointed at the shoulders and hips; wearing
a traditional Russian costume with a yellow
felt shirt, blue coat decorated with floral
applique, black pants, a cap with faux fur trim,
white gloves tucked into his belt and floral
embroidered leather boots.
Height 17in
$1,200 - 1,600
5197

5198

5199
A Lenci cloth lady doll in traditional
Hungarian costume
Italian, circa 1928, with felt pressed and painted
facial features, painted brown side-glancing
eyes, upper painted lashes, a small pursed lips,
long brunette mohair braids, felt slender torso
and legs, seam to knees, jointed shoulders,
feet posed for high heels, felt arms; wearing a
colorful Hungarian style costume with appliqué
and embroidered designs, an elaborate felt floral
headdress, and organdy blouse.
Height 27in
$400 - 600
5200
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Eastern
European costume
Italian, 1929, the swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, a replaced blonde wig,
blue painted side-glancing eyes, eye shadow,
accented nostrils, repainted lips, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a Czechoslovakian
style costume including white embroidered
long-sleeve blouse, a full purple skirt with blue
trim, a red apron, a floral patterned front sash,
and yellow and pink felt boots, Lenci paper label
300/47 and a Lenci cloth label.
Height 17in
$500 - 700

5199
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5201

5201
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Eastern
European costume
Italian, circa 1939, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown mohair wig,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, jointed shoulders and hips; wearing a
white shirt with a black tie, a red fitted vest, red
and beige overcoat with gold brocade trim, blue
full pants and black felt boots with a matching
hat, with a cloth and paper Lenci label.
Height 14in
$500 - 700
5202
A Lenci felt character doll in traditional
Japanese costume
Italian, circa 1931, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, black mohair wig,
narrow brown side-glancing eyes, rose colored
lips, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a pale
green with elaborate floral embroidery, a wide
pink sash, pink felt rose in hair, and black sandals.
Height 17 1/2in
$1,000 - 1,500
5203
A Lenci felt character Asian doll “Lia Tia Guai”
Italian, 1925, model 118A, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, black
mohair wig, narrow brown side-glancing eyes
accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a traditional Asian yellow and orange
costume with a blue vest embroidered with
Chinese characters, a large reed hat, wooden
platform shoes, holding his original painted
wooded lantern.
Height 17 1/3in
$1,000 - 1,500

5202

5203

5204
A Lenci felt “Opium Smoker” doll
Italian, circa 1921, the swivel head with painted
facial features, a high forehead with high thin
shaped eyebrow, modeled closed eyes, long
painted lashes, accented nostrils, closed mouth
with a small hole at the center for the pipe,
stitched ears, a black mohair wig tightly pulled
back from the face ending with a long braid, a
round full stomach on short legs, jointed arms;
wearing a yellow tunic with green trim and
black pants decorated with Chinese-character
felt appliqué designs, holding a pipe.
Height 13in
$1,000 - 1,500
5205
A Lenci felt boy “Kigan” doll in traditional
Asian costume
Italian, 1927, pressed felt swivel head, painted
facial features, very narrow brown side-glancing
eyes, an open/closed mouth with painted upper
teeth, accent nostrils, black mohair wig, muslin
body, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
pink and blue tunic with gold brocade trim and
gray cuffed pants.
Height 34in
$1,500 - 2,000

5204

5205
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5206
A rare Lenci felt Chinese girl “Dschang-Go” doll
Italian, 1925, model 188, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, very narrow
side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils, amber
toned complexion, high narrow eyebrows, two
dots accenting the lower lip, a black bobbed
cut wig with a braid to the back, individually
stitched fingers, body stitched at shoulders,
stitching to hips and knees allowing the doll
to be posed as seated or standing; wearing a
dragon-embroidered top and purple pants.
Height 23in
$1,500 - 2,000
5207
A rare Lenci “Madame Butterfly” felt doll
Italian, 1920s, the swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, brown painted slanted
side-glancing eyes with eye shadow on the
upper lid, mitten-type hands, dots accenting the
nostrils, closed mouth, thin arched eyebrows, a
black mohair wig, jointed at hips and shoulders,
bent knee enabling the doll to kneel; wearing
a blue kimono with yellow trim and elaborate
floral embroidery on the sleeves and at the back,
a large embroidered Obi (sash) ending in tassels,
purple pants, and black strapped sandals.
Height 26in
$2,000 - 3,000

5206

5208
A Lenci felt doll of a sultan
Italian, 1925/1926, with pressed felt head,
painted facial features, dots for eyebrows,
rounded nose, full painted lips; wearing an
elaborately embroidered top, white wrapped
pants, yellow felt shoes curved at the tip,
an oversized turban, large black earrings, a
necklace with an elephant, holding a wooden
fan, sitting on a orange felt octagonal cushion
decorated with black tassels, not original to doll.
Height 14in
$1,000 - 1,500

5207

5209
A Lenci Asian doll
Italian, 1920s, the swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, narrowed side-glancing
eyes, curly lashes and eye shadow on upper lid,
closed mouth, dots accenting the nostrils, black
mohair wig, jointed at the shoulders and hips;
wearing a white felt tunic top decorated with
multi-colored floral appliqué, blue pants with
yellow trim trimmed, and black shoes.
Height 12in
$300 - 400

5210

5208
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5210
A Lenci felt character doll of the opium smoker
Italian, circa 1921, a full amber-tinted face,
modeled closed eyes, a high forehead, comma
like eyebrows, accented nostrils, a closed mouth
with a hole in center for pipe (lacking the pipe),
stitched ears, black mohair wig pulled pack tightly
to form into a long braid, a round full stomach,
short legs, jointed arms; wearing a yellow, black,
green and orange colored costume with Chinese
appliqué designs and a stitched-on cap.
Height 12in
$500 - 700

5211
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Sami
costume
Italian, 1930, series 300, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, blue side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes;
wearing a white felt dress with embroidered
multi-colored trim, an orange hat with band of
fancy embroidery, and red and tan felt shoes,
with a Lenci heart shaped label Lappone.
Height 17in
$2,000 - 3,000
5212
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Sami
costume
Italian, 1930, series 300, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, brown mohair
wig, blue side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes;
wearing a white felt coat and matching hat
trimmed in faux fur, blue pants, blue and tan felt
shoes; holding a bird shaped ladle; with a Lenci
heart shaped label Lappone.
Height 17in
$2,000 - 3,000
5213
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1940, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, auburn mohair
wig, side-glancing brown eyes, curly upper
lashes; wearing a green felt dress, a plaid
shawl, a matching bonnet with embroidered
floral design, holding a bouquet of felt
flowers, Lenci heart-shaped parchment label
Pragelato, Lenci paper label.
Height 19in
$800 - 1,200

5211

5212

5214
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1935, Lucia/Rita face, with pressed
felt swivel head doll, painted facial features,
side-glancing brown eyes, curly upper and lower
lashes, accented nostrils, black mohair wig,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing blue full
pants, a white jacket with blue and red trim, a
wide sash, a black neck tie, and felt boots, Lenci
cloth and paper label.
Height 14 1/2in
$300 - 400
5215
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, pressed felt swivel head, painted
facial features, black mohair wig, side-glancing
brown eyes, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a middle European costume with a
white blouse, a red and blue felt dress with
matching cap and shoes, holding a spindle.
Height 14in
$300 - 400

5214

5215
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5216
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Turkish
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with press and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, eye shadow, accented
nostrils, jointed shoulders and hips; wearing
a red fitted waistcoat with gold brocade trim,
a gray full-length vest, blue full pantaloons,
leather boots, and a black and red cap.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000
5217
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Turkish
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, with swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, blue painted side-glancing eyes, curly
upper lashes, accented nostrils, closed mouth
with dots highlighting the lower lip, jointed
shoulders and hips; wearing a white cotton dress
with embroidered sleeves and an embroidered
front panel, a maroon scarf on her head, and
hoop earrings (shoes not original to doll); with
Lenci paper label 300/52 and a Lenci cloth label.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500

5216

5217

5218
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Turkish
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side glancing eyes, accented nostrils, black
mohair wig, jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing
a light blue fitted jacket decorated with gold lame
embroidery, a yellow and white sash ending in
tassels, blue pants with dark blue brocade trim,
leather embroidered slip-on shoes and a fez.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5219
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Turkish
costume
Italian, 1930s, series 300, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, blue painted
side-glancing eyes, black mohair wig; wearing a
purple embroidered vest over a white organdy
blouse, white and yellow striped harem pants,
and a veil draped over her face.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200

5218
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5219

5220
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Russian
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig with long braids, blue side-glancing
eyes, accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a colorful costume with vibrant colors
of pink, purple, orange and yellow; an elaborate
headdress, and red leather boots, in a Lenci box.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5221
A Lenci doll of a girl in traditional regional
costume
1960s, the swivel head with painted facial
features, brown eyes, black wig; wearing a green
felt skirt with applied flowers, a white cotton
blouse, a black bodice, a white bonnet with a red
ribbon and holding a basket with flowers.
Height 18in
$400 - 600
5222
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Sardinian
costume
Italian, circa 1940, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown painted sideglancing eyes, curly upper lashes, rounded nose;
wearing a orange dress with yellow and blue
ric-rac trim, white cotton blouse, gold buttons,
felt shoes, with heart shaped paper Lenci label
reading Sarda and round silver label.
Height 16in
$300 - 400

5220

5221

5223
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Eastern
European costume
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, black mohair wig, brown
painted side-glancing eyes with curly upper
lashes, closed mouth, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a white, red and purple costume
with a laced trimmed collar and black shoes, a
paper and cloth Lenci label.
Height 17 1/2in
$600 - 800
5224
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional
Sardinian costume
Italian, circa 1940, the swivel head with painted
facial features, brown side-glancing eyes,
dots accenting the nostrils, black mohair wig;
wearing a brown and orange costume with
embroidered roosters, ric-rac trim, gold buttons,
woven basket of fruit, and black shawl.
Height 14in
$300 - 400

5222

5224
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5224A
A Lenci lady felt girl doll in traditional
Sardinian costume
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with painted facial
features, black mohair wig, brown side-glancing
eyes, dots accenting the nostrils, wearing a brown
felt dress with an orange and yellow ric-rac border,
a white blouse, a black scarf, and holding a basket
of pumpkins, Lenci label on dress 200/449.
Height 24in
$1,000 - 1,500
5225
A Lenci felt doll in a traditional Sami costume
Italian, circa 1930, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, black mohair wig,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing a
white felt top with faux fur trim, blue pants and
matching hat, hand worn.
Height 14 1/2in
$500 - 700
5226
A pair of Lenci felt dolls in traditional
Macedonian costume
Italian, 1930s, with swivel heads, pressed and
painted facial features, mohair wigs, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes,
jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing a
regional costume decorated with geometric
appliqué designs.
Height 14in each
$800 - 1,200
5227
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional costume
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, blonde braided mohair
wig, blue side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a black felt skirt with applied felt flowers,
red vest with green trim, an organdy blouse,
lacking shoes and socks.
Height 14in
$300 - 400

5224A

5228
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional costume
Italian, circa 1940, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, black mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a purple
dress with a taffeta band and a lace shawl, and
black leather shoes, holding a handkerchief,
with a Lenci cloth label, round silver label and a
heart shaped label Castrovillare.
Height 19in
$600 - 800

5225
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5226

5229
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Dutch
costume
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, an auburn
mohair wig with braid at the back, blue eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing green dress,
a white cap, wooden shoes and holding a
basket of felt vegetables.
Height 17in
$500 - 700
5230
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Dutch
costume
Italian, 1929, series 300/11, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, accented nostrils, two dots accenting
lower lip, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
blue and black checked full pants, a black jacket
with metal buttons, a red shirt, a black flat hat,
and wooden clogs.
Height 17in
$700 - 900
5231
A Lenci felt girl doll and puppet in
traditional Dutch costume
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt heads with
painted facial features, the girl with a blonde
mohair wig and the boy with a brown mohair
wig, both with side-glancing eyes; the girl
wearing a maroon dress with a purple apron,
a pink and purple striped shirt, a white cap
and wooden shoes; the puppet with a black
felt jacket and metal buttons, blue silk pants,
and wooden shoes.
Heights puppet 15in, doll 11in
$300 - 400

5229

5230

5232
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Dutch
costume
Italian, the pressed felt swivel head with painted
facial features, brown mohair wig, brown sideglancing eyes, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a two-blue and green checked full
pants, black jacket with metal buttons, a red
shirt, a black cap and wooden shoes; with a
paper and heart-shaped parchment Lenci labels;
holding a wooden yoke.
Height 18in
$400 - 600

5232
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5233
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional
Tyrolean costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, curly
upper lashes, dots accenting the nostrils, jointed
at hips and shoulders; wearing a blue dress with
red trim, a fitted black vest laced at the front,
and a black lace headdress.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5234
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional
Tyrolean costume
Italian, circa 1927, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, dots highlighting the lower
lip, jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing a
green jacket with brown trim, a brown tie with
orange polka-a dots, an embroidered fitted vest,
lederhosen, knitted sock, black leather shoes,
holding a bouquet of felt flowers, with a cloth
and paper Lenci label.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000

5233

5234

5235
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Swiss
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300/64, the swivel
head with pressed and painted facial features,
brown mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing
eyes, eye shadow, feathered eye brow, two dots
highlighting lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a Tyrolean style costume with blue
jacket trimmed in red, brown shorts, cobbled
leather shoes, with Lenci paper label.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200
5236
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Swiss
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300/64, the swivel
head with pressed and painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, blue painted side-glancing
eyes, curly upper lashes, closed mouth, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a Tyrolean style
costume including a white blouse, fitted black
vest, a two-toned blue skirt with an apron, a
blue wide-brim hat, black leather shoes, holding
a basket filled with felt flowers, Lenci paper
label 300/64 and a Lenci cloth label.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500

5235
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5236

5237
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Breton
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown mohair curly wig, side-glancing brown
eye, accented nostrils, dots accenting lower
lip, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
blue felt embroidered tunic top, black pants
with cuffs, a black hat decorated with felt
flowers, wooden clogs, and holding a bouquet
of felt flowers.
Height 17 1/2in
$700 - 900
5238
A Lenci felt girl doll in a Tuscan costume
Italian, 1940s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, auburn coiled
braided wig, side-glancing blue eyes, accented
nostrils; wearing a green and yellow striped
skirt with an embroidered floral bodice, cotton
blouse, holding a rooster, with Lenci paper and
parchment labels Toscana.
Height 19in
$500 - 700
5239
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional
Tyrolean costume
Italian, 1930, series 300/12, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, two dots
highlighting the lower lip, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a blue, red, yellow turquoise
felt dress with a blue shawl, black leather shoes,
a yellow and blue shoes, wide brimmed hat
decorated with felt flower clusters, holding a
wooden rake; paper Lenci label 300-12 and a
cloth Lenci label.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500

5237
5238

5240
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional
Tyrolean costume
Italian, circa 1927, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, blue painted side-glancing
eyes, accented nostrils, eye shadow, closed
mouth, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a Tyrolean style costume including a green
jacket, embroidered vest and pants, a gray felt
hat with a feather.
Height 17in
$800 - 1,200

5239

5240
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5241
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1940s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, blue painted side-glancing eyes with curly
upper lashes, accented nostrils, closed mouth,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a blue
felt dress with floral embroidery, lace collar,
a torn taffeta apron, and a basket filled with
felt flowers, Lenci paper label 100/113 and a
parchment Lenci tag Riomaggiore Liyuria.
Height 19in
$700 - 900
5242
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, blue painted side-glancing
eyes, eye shadow, accented nostrils, jointed
shoulders and hips; wearing a white blouse,
navy blue vest, a blue and white plaid skirt
with matching scarf, dress not original.
Height 17in
$300 - 400

5242
5241

5243
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Breton
costume
Italian, 1930s, series 300, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes,
accented nostrils, closed mouth, blonde mohair
wig, jointed hips and shoulders; wearing a blue
tunic top trimmed with patterned embroidery,
black cuffed pants, wooden clogs, and holding a
bouquet of felt flowers.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5244
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1940s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils, curly
upper lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a brown felt dress with a lace collar,
an embroidered apron, a lacy hat and white
kid leather shoes, basket strapped to shoulders
and another on right arm both filled with felt
flowers, with Lenci heart shaped parchment
label Val Gardena.
Height 19in
$700 - 900
5245
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, pressed felt swivel head,
painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
repainted brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips, wearing
a white organdy blouse, a green taffeta skirt
with bands of decorative ribbon, holding a
bouquet of felt flowers.
Height 16in
$300 - 400

5243
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5244

5246
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Breton
costume
Italian, 1939/1940, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, blue painted
side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes, closed
mouth, accented nostrils, blonde mohair wig,
and jointed hips and shoulders; wearing a blue
tunic, navy blue pants, black hat and blue clogs
(replaced), with a Lenci cloth label.
Height 17in
$300 - 400
5247
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, blonde mohair wig, blue
painted side-glancing eyes, eye shadow, accented
nostrils, closed mouth, jointed at shoulders and
hips, wearing a black dress with a corseted top,
a white blouse and shawl, a blue and green plaid
apron, wooden slip-on shoes, holding a basket with
felt flowers, paper Lenci label 100/115, half of a
parchment Lenci label reading “Valtellina.”
Height 18 1/2in
$600 - 800
5248
A Lenci felt character doll in traditional
Swiss costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300/64, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, feathered brow, accented
nostrils, two dots accenting lower lip, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a blue jacket
with red trim, brown shorts, a fitted felt beanie,
knitted socks, leather hiking boots, carrying a
basket filled with felt flowers.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000

5247

5248

5249
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Tyrolean
costume
Italian, early 1930s, series 70, pressed felt swivel
head, painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, side-glancing brown eyes, mitten-type
hands, woven cloth body, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a red felt vest trimmed in
green with goldtone buttons, black pants, hat
and shoes, with Lenci cloth label.
Height 11in
$250 - 350
5250
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Italian
costume
Italian, circa 1930, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, blonde mohair hair,
blue painted side-glancing eyes with curly upper
lashes, accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a black felt and taffeta costume
with red trim, a pleaded broad collar, and a widebrimmed hat, holding a painted wine barrel,
circular Lenci paper label, a cloth Lenci label, and
a heart-shaped label reading “Castebrotto.”
Height 17 1/2in
$600 - 800

5249

5250
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5251
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional costume
Italian, 1940s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
blue side-glancing eyes with white highlights
to eyes, upper curly lashes, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a black costume with a red
border on the bodice, a black taffeta apron, a
wide laced trimmed collar and cuffs, a bonnet,
beige felt shoes, carrying her wine barrel, with
a Lenci paper label.
Height 19in
$500 - 700
5252
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, 1940s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, brown mohair wig, sideglancing blue eyes, eye shadow, curly upper
lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
red vest with green trim, black pants and hat,
with Lenci paper label.
Height 18in
$700 - 900

5251

5252

5253
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional Scottish
costume
Italian, 1930, series 300/45, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, curly upper lashes, jointed
shoulders and hips; wearing a white shirt, black
tie, a maroon vest, a blue jacket with metal
buttons a red, yellow and blue plaid skirt with
matching socks, brown leather shoes, and a
sporran fastened around the waist.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5254
A Lenci felt girl doll and mascotte in
traditional Scottish costume
Italian, 1930s, the swivel heads with pressed
and painted facial features, a blonde and a
brown mohair wig, painted side-glancing eyes,
jointed at shoulders and hips; both wearing a
red skirt with blue and yellow plaid, matching
socks, and brown caps.
Heights 15in, 9 1/2in
$600 - 800
5255
A Lenci felt doll of a matador
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, black
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing
eyes, accented nostrils, curly upper lashes,
eye shading lower lid, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a red and black matador
costume decorated with gold embroidery,
matching cape, a montera (matador’s hat),
and knee high leather boots.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500

5253
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5254

5256
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Spanish
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, black
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, upper curly lashes, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a red full dress with
multi layered ruffle trim and a large black hat.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5257
A Lenci felt girl doll in traditional Spanish
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, black
mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, dots accenting highlighting the lower
lip, jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing
traditional organdy dress with bold pink and
red applique, black lace head scarf, gold hoop
earrings, and black leather shoes.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5258
A pair of Lenci string puppets of Gigolo
and Gigolette
Italian, 1930s, with pressed felt heads, painted
facial features, Gigolo with molded blinking eye
and painted teeth, both with side-glancing eyes,
cigarettes in mouths, black wigs, wooden limbs,
both wearing taffeta Spanish costumes and felt
head pieces, boy with paper label.
Height 15in each
$300 - 400

5255

5256

5259
A felt doll of a Spanish dancer
Italian, 1930s, possibly Lenci, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, black wig,
side-glancing brown eyes, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a layered ruffled organdy dress, a red
taffeta shawl with black fringe, and red shoes.
Height 13in
$100 - 150
5260
A Lenci mascotte of a matador
Italian, late 1920s, with pressed and painted
facial features, accented nostrils, black mohair
wig; wearing a matador costume with cape and
hat, with round silver Lenci tag; together with a
pair of painted muslin dolls in Spanish costume,
the girl a topsy turvy doll (total: 3 items).
Heights 9in, 11in
$150 - 300
5261
A felt doll in traditional Mexican costume
1950s, with painted facial features, brown
side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils; wearing
a plaid shirt, velvet pants, red knee-high
boots, a wide belt, felt hat, and a blanket
slung over his shoulder.
Height 12in
$75 - 100

5257

5258
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5262
A rare Lenci Minho Portuguese lady doll
with guitar
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, painted facial
features, black mohair wig, downward brown
side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils, an open/
closed mouth with painted upper teeth; wearing
an elaborately embroidered regional red and pink
costume with a black apron and white blouse,
a large cluster of flowers in her hair, felt colorful
socks with geometric patterns, leather high heel
shoes; holding a painted wooden guitar.
Height 28in
$1,500 - 2,000
5263
A Lenci felt boy doll and mascotte in
traditional Spanish costume
Italian, 1930s, both with pressed felt swivel
heads, painted facial features, black mohair
wigs, side-glancing brown eyes, hole for
instrument’s pipe, mitten-type hands; both
wearing a white plush coat, red vests, black
furry pants, brown felt boots, wide rimmed hats,
and holding bagpipes, both with Lenci silver
round labels and cloth labels.
Heights 11in, 8in
$400 - 600

5262

5264
A Lenci felt boy doll in traditional
Mexican costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, two dots
accenting the lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a fitted brown jacket, black pants
with buttons down the side, a red neck tie, a
sombrero, black leather shoes, and a sash over
the shoulder, with Lenci paper label.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5265
A Lenci felt boy doll in a traditional
Spanish costume
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, side-glancing brown
eyes, black mohair wig, curly upper lashes,
accented nostrils, closed mouth with hole in
center for a pipe, jointed shoulders and hips;
wearing a white jacket, a rust vest, black plush
pants, black hat and black shoes with brown
laced spats, with a Lenci silver round label.
Height 18in
$1,000 - 1,500

5263

5364
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5265

5266
A Lenci felt boy in traditional Tyrolean
costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a fitted green jacket
with brown cuffs, brown lederhosen, white
and red wool knit socks, no shoes, holding a
bouquet of felt flowers.
Height 17in
$300 - 400
5267
An Italian ceramic figure of a Spanish guitarist
1950s, bottom marked “C.I.A. / Manna /
Torino”; head re-glued at the neck.
Height 15in
$100 - 150
5268
A Lenci ceramic vase
Italian, base of vase marked “Lenci Eliva Scadini
/ Italia / 1937”; with an orange glaze.
Height 9in
$200 - 300

5268

5269

5271

5272

5269
A pair of Skippy composition dolls
American, EFFanBEE, 1929, with swivel heads,
painted facial features, jointed shoulders and
hips, one wearing a soldier’s uniform, and the
other wearing a green coat with matching
pants, face repainted.
Heights 14in
$200 - 300
5270
An EFFanBEE composition Skippy doll of
a soldier
American, 1929, with painted and molded hair,
painted facial features, wearing a tan uniform
(possibly replaced), and an original black necktie.
Height 14in
$200 - 300
5271
An EFFanBEE composition Skippy doll of
an aviator
American, 1929, with painted and molded hair,
painted facial features, wearing an aviator’s
uniform with a faux fur collar, a hat with
aviator’s goggles and brown shoes.
Height 14in
$500 - 700
5272
A Skippy composition doll
American, EFFanBEE, 1929, with painted facial
features, molded painted hair, jointed shoulders
and hips, wearing a fireman’s costume with hat.
Height 13in
$400 - 600
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5273
A pair of Skippy composition dolls
American, EFFanBEE, 1929, with swivel
heads, painted facial features, one wearing a
replaced sailor uniform and the other wearing
a scout’s outfit.
Heights 14in each
$250 - 350
5274
An EFFanBEE Patsy composition doll with
trunk
American, 1930s, with painted and molded hair,
painted eyes, on a composition five-piece body;
wearing an original outfit with a Patsy Doll Club
button, complete with additional six outfits, four
hats, and trunk.
Height 12in
$200 - 300
5275
A composition doll
1950s, with painted facial features, molded
painted hair, jointed at the shoulders and hips,
wearing a uniform with a matching cap.
Height 15in
$100 - 150

5273

5276
An EFFanBEE composition Skippy doll of a
policeman
American, circa 1929, with molded and painted
hair, painted facial features, wearing a policeman’s
uniform with a necktie and holster and gun.
Height 14in
$400 - 600
5274

5277
An American composition kewpie doll
1940s, the swivel head with molded and
painted hair, painted facial features, and jointed
at shoulders and hips.
Height 12in
$100 - 200
5278
A collection of three Skippy composition dolls
American, EFFanBEE, each with painted facial
features, molded painted hair, and cloth bodies;
one wearing a cowboy costume, one wearing
an Army uniform, and the third wearing a
soldier’s uniform, all with paint chipping, one
with replaced pants.
Heights 13in
$200 - 300

5276
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5277

5279
A collection of EFFanBEE quintuplet
composition dolls
American, 1930s, each with swivel heads,
molded painted hair, sleep eyes, closed mouths,
each wearing matching white cotton dress
with matching bonnets, each with a metal tag
EffanBee Patsy Babykin; together with a white
pillow and a book entitled Dionne Quintuplets
Picture Album (total: 7 items).
Heights 11in each
$300 - 400

5279

5280
5280
A collection of three EFFanBEE Patsy
composition dolls
American, 1930s, all with painted molded hair,
two with sleep eyes and one with painted eyes,
on a cloth body with composition arms and legs.
Heights 18in, 16in, 12in
$200 - 300
5281
A pair of EFFanBEE composition dolls
American, one a Skippy doll and the other
a Patsy doll, both with painted molded hair,
painted facial features, on cloth torso with
composition limbs; together with a Campbell
Kid, E.I Horseman Co., 1940s (total: 3 items).
Heights 14in, 14in, 13in
$200 - 300

5282
A composition baby doll
1950s, with painted molded hair, sleep sideglancing eyes, on a cloth body jointed at the neck,
and having composition lower arms and legs.
Height 27in
$150 - 200
5283
A collection of four Wee Patsy dolls and the
Dutch twins Kit and Kat
American, EFFanBEE, 1930s, composition, all
with painted facial features, painted molded
hair, jointed shoulders and hips; three wearing
red and white plaid dresses, one dressed as a
maid and two dressed in Dutch style clothing
with wooden shoes, Kit with paper label.
Heights 4in, 6in
$100 - 150

5284
A pair of Patsy Babyette boy and girl
composition dolls
American, EFFanBEE, 1930s, both with swivel
heads, molded and painted hair, sleep eyes,
bent-limb baby bodies, wearing blue and white
cotton baby outfits.
Heights 9in each
$200 - 300
5285
A pair of EFFanBEE composition dolls
American, 1940s, from the Patsy family, one
with painted eyes and the other with sleep eyes,
both with molded painted hair; together with a
book entitled Patsy Ann (total: 3 items).
Heights 13in, 18in
$250 - 350
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5286
A collection of three Georgene Averill comic
character dolls
American, 1940s, cloth dolls representing
the comic characters of Nancy, Little Lulu and
Sluggo; all with mask character faces and
painted and molded facial features.
Heights 14in each
$600 - 800

5286

5287
A collection of three Georgene Averill comic
character dolls
American, 1940s, cloth dolls representing Little
Lulu, Alvin and Tubby, with elongated black
eyes, impish smiles, tiny pointed noses, and
cloth bodies, two with cardboard labels.
Heights 12in, 15in, 15in
$200 - 300
5288
A pair of Mutt and Jeff painted wood and
tin walking toys
American, with jointed legs, some paint chips.
Heights 11 1/2in, 9in
$100 - 150
5289
A pair of composition figures of the comic
characters Little Orphan Annie and her
dog Sandy
American, Freundlich Novelty Corp., 1920s,
molded painted composition figures.
Height 12in
$100 - 200

5287

5290

5291
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5290
A pair of Tweedledee and Tweedledum dolls
English, Old Cottage Toys, circa 1948, both with
celluloid heads, side-glancing eyes, closed mouths,
with round felt bodies, wearing orange shirts with
collars bearing their names with brass buttons and
tan pants with brown shoes, and caps, both with
paper label reading Old Cottage Doll.
Heights 10in each
$400 - 600
5291W
A collection of approximately 70 Old
Cottage Dolls
English, 1960s/1970s, including School Girl (no.
15 and 201) in its original box, Dufflecoat Girl, Girl
with Doll (no. 31), Little Girl (no. 11), Lavender Girl
(no. 600), Cherry Seller (no. 603), Orange Seller
(no. 604), Cinderella (no. 802), Prince Charming
(no. 803), Bo Peep (no. 501), Red Riding Hood
(no. 206), Goose Girl (no. 208), Elizabethan
Girl (no. 400), Elizabethan Nurse and Baby (no.
1001), Elizabethan Lady (no. 1003), Sailor, Spring
Girl, Snow Maiden, Irish Boy and Girl (no. 200),
Scots Girl and Boy (no. 301), Farmer Girl (no.
405), Indian Girl (no. 605), Dutch Girl and Boy,
Tyrolean Girl and Boy, a Queen puppet, Teahouse
of the August Moon doll, Pearly Boy and Girl (no.
302), two Riders (no. 12), Bermuda Policeman,
Tweedledum and Tweedledee, Guardsman (no.
211), Policeman (no. 210), Victorian Girl in Velvet
Redingote (no. 804), Quaker Girl (no. 406), and
Bustle Girl with Hoop (no. 801).
Heights 7in, 8in, 10in
$3,000 - 4,000

5292

5292
An extremely rare Lenci felt doll of Rudolph Valentino as seen in his film The Son of the Sheik
Italian, 1928/1929, the swivel head with pressed and painted facial features, brown painted sideglancing eyes, painted feathered eyebrows, accented nostrils, curly upper lashes, and brown mohair
wig; wearing an extremely elaborate costume ensemble including a brown head piece, a multicolored striped cape, white felt riding pants with intricate embroidered trim, a fitted blue vest with
gold lame embroidery, carved wooden gold ring and three with exotic stones, original painted gold
bejeweled dagger with tassels, leather belt, and black leather boots with tassels and spurs.
The Rudolph Valentino doll was illustrated only once in the 1929 Lenci catalogue under the series
number 560. He was discontinued after the market crash of that year, making him extremely scarce.
Height 29in
$6,000 - 8,000
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5293
A rare Lenci felt long-limbed portrait doll of
Spanish actress Raquel Meller
Italian, 1925, the pressed felt swivel head
with a full round face, painted facial features,
brown mohair wig with ringlets, side-glancing
brown eyes, dots accenting nostrils, eye
shadow and black eyeliner, brown painted
eyebrows, long neck, slender torso, elongated
arms and legs, feet posed for high heels;
wearing a white organdy multi-layered ruffled
dress with a garland of flowers down the
front, yellow felt hat, holding a matching
organdy parasol, black high heel shoes,
original petticoats and pantalets.
This doll was shown in the 1925 Lenci catalogue
as #263 (identified as the Spanish actress
Raquel Meller), and was one of four Lenci
models for which they actually used the name
of a particular celebrity. The design of the face
was done by Marcello Dudovich, an Italian
painter, illustrator and poster designer. Meller
was an international star in the 1920s and
1930s, appearing in several films and touring
throughout Europe and America.
Height 25in
$1,500 - 2,000

5293

5294
A Lenci felt “Fortune Teller” lady doll
Italian, 1920s, swivel head with pressed and
painted facial features, molded upper eye lids,
brown painted downward side-glancing eyes, an
open/closed mouth with painted teeth, accented
nostrils, with elongated neck and limbs; wearing
an elaborated sequined tunic, light purple
harem pants, beaded headdress, bangles around
the ankles, and high heel shoes decorated with
pink felt roses.
Height 26in
$800 - 1,200
5295
A Lenci felt doll of Mozart
Italian, circa 1935, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair wig
with curls to the side and ponytail at the back,
side-glancing blue eyes; wearing a blue coat
trimmed in purple, a tan waist-coat decorated
with applied flowers, light purple pants with felt
shoes, holding a purple tri-cornered hat.
Height 14 1/2in
$700 - 900

5294
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5295

5296
A Lenci felt character doll of the child actor
Jackie Coogan
Italian, late 1940s, series BP, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
rounded nose, small closed mouth; wearing a
brown plaid shirt, blue jeans, black felt shoes,
and brown felt suspenders.
Height 23in
$300 - 400
5297
A Lenci felt character doll of Charlie Chaplin
Italian, 1920s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, one eye sculpted
and painted to appear as though he is winking,
an open/closed mouth with upper painted
teeth, a small mustache on upper lip; wearing a
white shirt and high-waisted purple pants, hair
thinning on back.
Height 13in
$300 - 400
5298
A Lenci felt Shirley Temple doll
Italian, 1930s, series 109, with swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
curly mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing
eyes, accented nostrils, closed mouth, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing replaced attire that
includes a polka-dot red and white dress, red
stockings and matching shoes.
Height 23in
$400 - 600
5299
A Lenci felt character doll of the child actor
Jackie Coogan
Italian, late 1940s, series BC, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features,
brown mohair wig, curly upper lashes,
accented nostrils, closed mouth with hole
for cigarette, jointed at hips and shoulders;
wearing a blue and red plaid shirt, blue pants
with brown felt suspenders, and matching
cap, with a paper Lenci label.
Height 11in
$100 - 150

5296

5297

5300
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, elongated limbs, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing an A-line orange and black
dress decorated with applied large flowers,
lacking a shoe.
Height 34in
$600 - 800

5300
5298
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5301
A rare Lenci felt “barefoot winker” doll
Italian, mid-1920s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, carrot-red mohair
wig, eyes sculpted to create the winking pose,
brown painted eyes, accented rounded nose, a
closed narrow mouth, jointed at shoulders and
hips with large hands, bare feet with stitched
toes; wearing a brown and black felt dress with
a gray apron and pink and red sash around the
neck; the winker model #121 was introduced
during the mid-1920s, in various costume color
combinations and always barefoot.
Height 13in
$300 - 400

5301

5302

5302
A Lenci “barefoot winker” doll
Italian, 1920s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown flocked
hair, molded eye that appears as though he is
winking with brown side-glancing eye, painted
lashes, rounded nose accented with dots, closed
mouth with accented lower lip, stitched on
large ears, jointed at shoulders and hips with
oversize hands and feet, wearing brown pants
with patches, a white shirt, blue scarf, belt, and
a green hat, with Lenci cloth label. The winker
model #121 was introduced during the mid1920s in various costume color combinations
but always barefoot.
Height 10in
$300 - 400
5303
A Lenci felt puppet of a gentleman
Italian, 1930s, with pressed felt head, painted
facial features, full molded cheeks, white mohair
wig, side-glancing brown eyes, wearing a red
felt coat with layered collars and cuffed sleeves.
Height 12in
$200 - 300
5304
A Lenci winker hand puppet
Italian, 1930s, with painted facial features, a
molded eye to appear as though it is winking,
brown side-glancing eye, an open/closed mouth
with painted teeth, felt hair, wearing a red
riding jacket and a black top hat, dressed as an
equestrian; with Lenci cloth label.
Height 11 1/2in
$150 - 250

5303

5305
A Lenci handkerchief keeper
1940s, with pressed felt face, brown sideglancing eyes, rose mouth, blonde mohair
wig, and felt arms; with large round pink and
lace organdy dress and bonnet decorated with
applied pink rosebuds, with opening to back for
handkerchiefs, elaborate felt floral decoration in
the center on the interior.
Diameter 17in
$150 - 200
5305

5304
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5306
A pair of modern Lenci dolls of the
character Pinocchio
Italian, the first Pinocchio dates from 1997 with
a paper Lenci label, limited edition 270/499;
the second one with a celluloid head and
elongated nose, googly eyes, felt hair, wearing
a yellow felt coat with brown appliqued
flowers, blue pants, and a yellow conical hat,
with a paper Lenci label.
Heights 22in, 18in
$300 - 400
5307
A set of R. John Wright “Snow White (as the
Princess) and the Seven Dwarfs” dolls
American, 1989-1994, limited edition 301/2500,
the felt dolls with painted facial features and
detailed felt costumes, in their original boxes.
Heights from 11in to 16in
$700 - 900

5306

5308
A Lenci character doll of Pinocchio
Italian, late 1950s, with large googly eyes, long
nose, and applied donkey ears, on a jointed
wooden body. Together with a book entitled
The Adventures of Pinocchio by C. Collodi and a
school bag.
By 1956 the Lenci Company had secured the
rights to reproduce Disney cartoon characters
such as Mickey and Minnie Mouse, Donald
Duck, Scrooge McDuck and Pinocchio.
Height 17in
$400 - 600

5307

5309
A set of Chad Valley “Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs” dolls
English, circa 1938, Snow White with brushed
cotton face, painted facial features, black
mohair wig, wearing a white dress, with Dopey,
Happy, Grumpy, Doc (with glasses), Bashful,
Sneezy, and Sleepy, all with their paper labels
except Snow White.
Heights Snow White 16in; dwarfs 10in
$500 - 700

5308

5309
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5310
A Skookum composition head doll
American, 1920s/1930s, with painted facial
features, black braided wig, leather covered
feet with beading down the center, a beaded
necklace, white felt fringed pants, wrapped in a
blanket and wearing a black hat.
Height 19in
$300 - 400
5311
A large Skookum composition head doll
American, 1920s/1930s, with painted facial
features, black braided wig, leather covered
feet, wrapped in a blanket.
Height 22in
$400 - 600

5311
5310

5312
A pair of Skookum composition head dolls
American, 1920s/1930s, with painted facial
features, black braided wigs, leather covered
feet with beading down the center, both with
printed cotton undergarments, wrapped in
blankets, one with baby on its back.
Heights 13in, 11in
$200 - 300
5313
A collection of three Skookum
composition head dolls
American, 1920s/1940s, with painted facial
features, two with black braided wigs, two with
leather covered feet with geometric designs (one
with red label), one a papoose sitter; together
with a girl in a papoose (total: 4 items).
Heights 16in, 14in, 7in, 3in
$300 - 400

5312

5313

5314
A pair of Skookum composition head dolls
American, 1920s/1930s, with painted facial
features, black braided wigs, leather covered
feet with painted designs with paper labels,
beaded necklaces, one with a cigarette in mouth
and the other with a baby on her back; together
with a papoose sitter (total: 3 items).
Heights 13in, 12in, 3in
$200 - 300
5315
A collection of three Skookum
composition head dolls
American, 1920s/1930s, with painted
facial features, black braided wigs, leather
covered feet with painted designs (two with
labels with the swastika), two with beaded
necklaces, two with babies on their backs, all
wrapped in blankets.
Heights 13in, 13in, 11in
$300 - 400

5315
5314
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5316
A collection of five Skookum composition
head dolls
American, 1920s/1940s, with painted facial
features, black wigs, leather covered feet (one
with a red label and one with a tan label), two
with beaded necklaces, one with a brown
hat, all wrapped in blankets; together with a
papoose sitter.
Heights from 14in to 3in
$400 - 600

5321
A collection of three Skookum
composition head dolls
American, 1930s-1940s, with painted facial
features, black wigs, leather covered feet (one
with label), four with beaded necklaces, all with
cotton undergarments, two with head bands,
two with a baby on back; together with a
Skookum papoose sitter (total: 4 items).
Heights from 13in to 3in
$300 - 400

5317
A collection of three Skookum
composition dolls
American, 1930s/1940s, with painted facial
features, black wigs, leather covered feet
with geometric designs (one with a tan label),
printed cotton undergarments, two with beaded
necklaces, one with beaded headdress, all
wrapped in blankets; together with a Native
American girl doll with a typed label Shochones
subtribe Comanche (total: 4 items).
Heights 18in, 16in, 9in, 6 1/2in
$300 - 400

5322
A collection of six Skookum composition
head dolls
American, 1920s-1930s, with painted facial
features, black wigs, all wrapped in blankets;
the lot includes two papooses in carriers (one in
original box), Indian twins in original box, a child
sitter, a native American in its original box, a
native American in its “World’s Fair” box with a
leather label Century of Progress Chicago 1933.
Heights from 13in to 5 1/2in
$500 - 700

5318
A collection of three Skookum
composition head dolls
American, 1920s-1930s, with painted facial
features, black wigs, leather covered feet with
geometric designs (two with partial labels), two
with beaded necklace, all with printed cotton
undergarments, two with babies on their backs,
all wrapped in blankets.
Heights 15in, 13in, 11in
$300 - 400
5319
A collection of four Skookum composition
head dolls
American, 1930s-1940s, with painted facial
features, black braided wigs, masking tape shoes
(all with labels), three with beaded necklaces,
printed cotton undergarments, two with babies
on their backs, all wrapped in blankets.
Heights 16in, 14in, 13 1/2in, 9in
$300 - 400
5320
A collection of four Skookum composition
head dolls
American, 1930s-1940s, with painted facial
features, black braided wigs, masking tape
shoes (one with orange label), three with
beaded necklaces, three with printed cotton
undergarments, one with twins on back and the
other with a single child on back, all wrapped in
blankets, one doll in its original Skookum box.
Heights 16in, 14in, 14in, 11in
$300 - 400

5316

5323
A collection of seven Skookum
composition head dolls
American, 1920s-1940s, all with painted facial
features, black wigs, one with leather covered
feet with a label in its original box; the lots
includes three papooses (also known as mailers)
with their greetings tags, a papoose in a felt
leaf-shaped carrier, a child with leather covered
feet, a child doll with multi-colored bristles;
together with two child sitters and a bark canoe
with a poem on a tag (total: 10 items).
Height tallest 11in
$300 - 400
5324
A collection of Minnetonka and other dolls
American, 1930s-1950s, comprising five grayhaired “Elders” Minnetonka dolls, one in is
original box, four with their walking sticks,
the “Minne Tonka Twins” in their original
box; Minnehaha dolls in original box; a pair
of Madame Hendren twins in a papoose; a
papoose; and a baby doll in a bark cradle
(total: 10 items).
Height tallest 11in
$300 - 400
5325
A collection of five Mary Frances Woods dolls
American, 1930s, each with crepe paper over
plaster faces, stick pins eyes, all wrapped in
blankets; including two seated women (one
with a label), one woman mounted on a
wooden dowel, and two with wooden feet (one
with M.F. carved on bottom of foot).
Heights tallest 11in
$300 - 400

5318

5319
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5326
A collection of seven Native American dolls
American, all with painted facial features, black
wigs, felt wrapped feet, each wrapped in a
blanket, two papooses, one with a leather tag
Tomahawk, Wis.
Height of tallest 14in
$300 - 400

5327

5327
A collection of four Skookum composition
head dolls
American, 1920s, comprising two “Pueblo” dolls
with their white aprons, fabric wrapped legs and
feet and hair tied back in buns; all with painted
facial features and blankets wrapped around
them, two with leather covering their feet.
Heights from 11in to 13in
$300 - 400
5328
A Skookum “The Bully Kiddo”
composition doll
circa 1920, cloth label, produced by
Northwestern Fruit Exchange of Wenatchee,
Washington, to advertise their “Skookum”
brand of apples; the doll manufacturer
that got the rights to create the doll was
Louis Amberg & Son of New York in 1916;
together with a Skookum baby doll with a
composition head and arms and a soft stuffed
body, wrapped in a blue and yellow blanket;
together with a Skookum Packers’ Association
pamphlet (total: 3 items).
Heights 11in, 14in
$200 - 300

5328

5329
A collection of four Skookum composition
head dolls
American, 1920s-1940s, with painted facial
features, black wigs, side-glancing eyes, four
with leather covering on their feet, three
wrapped in blankets.
Heights from 16in to 17in
$400 - 600
5330
A collection of four Skookum composition
head dolls
American, 1920s-1940s, with painted facial
features, braided wigs, two with headbands,
one wearing masking tape shoes, two wearing
leather shoes one with a label; and one
“Pueblo” doll with a white apron, cotton fabric–
wrapped legs, and hair tied with two side buns.
Heights from 11in to 14in
$300 - 400

5329
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5331
A felt Native American doll
1930s, with painted facial features, black
wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes, closed
mouth; wearing a multi-colored feathered
skirt with a matching elaborate headdress,
holding a spear.
Height 21in
$250 - 350

5332
A felt doll of a Native American
with painted facial features, long black braids
wig; wearing a blue ceremonial costume with
multi-colored fringe and embroidery.
Height 20in
$200 - 300
5333
A collection of five Native American dolls
American, 1920s-1940s, one is an apple head
doll holding her baby, with push pin eyes,
braided wig and wearing a calico dress; two are
children in their papoose; and two woman, one
being elderly, each wrapped in a wool blanket.
Heights from 9in to 11in
$250 - 350
5334
An English cloth girl doll
1930s, with a felt swivel head, brown mohair
wig, brown side-glancing glass eyes, full
cheeks, rounded nose, on a velvet body;
wearing a green felt dress with a brocade trim
and felt laced shoes.
Height 15in
$200 - 300
5335
A pair of Chad Valley cloth girl dolls
English, 1950s, with painted facial features,
brown wigs, rounded noses, a slight smile, sideglancing eyes, both on cloth bodies; wearing red
velvet coats and cotton dresses, one with canvas
red shoes, both with labels to feet.
Height 15in each
$150 - 200
5336
An English felt doll in traditional Scottish
costume
1940s, with a felt face, brown curly wig, painted
facial features, a velvet body; wearing a red
coat, pleated plaid kilt and a matching hat, a
black bow tie, and a sporran.
Height 14in
$200 - 300
5337
A pair of Chad Valley felt dolls of Princess
Elizabeth and her sister Margaret
English, circa 1940, both with blue glass eyes,
felt face, blue glass eyes, mohair wig, velvet
wig; jointed neck shoulders, and hips; Princess
Margaret wearing a pink outfit and Princess
Elizabeth wearing blue, both labeled.
Height 16in
$600 - 800

5338
A pair of Norah Welling “South Sea Island”
cloth dolls
English, 1930s, with molded fabric faces, one
with painted eyes and the other with glass eyes
and an open painted mouth, on a cloth body;
together with a Chad Valley girl doll with felt
face, painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
and a velvet body, wearing an equestrian outfit,
with its paper label.
Heights 14in, 10in, 8in
$150 - 200
5339
A pair of Kathe Kruse dolls
Comprising a 1950s Kathe Kruse doll with
painted facial features and cloth body, redressed
in knitted clothing; a modern Kathe Kruse; and
a turtle mark boy in original clothes; two with
labels (total: 3 items).
Heights 12in, 14in, 15in
$250 - 350
5340
A Deans Rag Book Co. cowboy doll
1940s, with painted facial features, molded
and painted hair, brown painted eyes; wearing
a blue and white plaid shirt, a leather vest
with fringe trim and white plush pants; label
to right foot.
Height 15in
$150 - 200
5341
A Louis Amberg & Son “Sunny Orange
Maid” composition head doll
American, 1924, the doll with a molded
“orange” hat, painted facial features, on
a cloth and composition body, wearing an
orange organdy outfit and brown leather
shoes, with cloth label.
Height 14in
$400 - 600

5331

5332

5342
A collection of six cloth advertising dolls
Comprising Aunt Jemima; the Cream of Wheat
chef; the Pillsbury Doughboy; Mr. Peanut; a
Kellogg bear and Goldilocks.
Height of tallest 20in
$150 - 200
5343
A Lenci style felt doll
1930s, the swivel head with painted facial
features, painted brown side-glancing eyes,
black mohair wig, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a fitted yellow top with a green
scalloped trim, a grass skirt, dangled hoop
earrings, felt floral hair ornament.
Height 13in
$150 - 200
5337

5341
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5344
A felt doll
early 1900s, swivel head, painted facial features,
flocked hair, accented nostrils, applied ears,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a yellow
felt sleeveless shirt and maroon pants, brown
leather shoes (one shoe missing).
Height 17in
$100 - 150
5345
A collection of three Door of Hope dolls
Chinese, early 1900s, each with carved wooden
heads, painted facial features, cloth bodies,
carved hands each wearing cotton and silk
Chinese traditional costumes. They were made
by the missionaries.
Heights 12in, 8in
$100 - 150
5346
A collection of three “Brownie” cloth dolls
each with molded fabric faces, painted facial
features, cloth and felt bodies with elongated
limbs; together with a printed cloth doll and
a book entitled The Adventures of a Brownie
(total: 5 items).
Heights tallest 15in
$150 - 200

5347

5348

5347
A pair of Lenci felt boy dolls of huntsmen
Italian, 1930, the rider from series 300/80, with
swivel heads, pressed and painted facial features,
brown mohair wigs, brown painted side-glancing
eyes, eye shadow, accented nostrils, jointed
shoulders and hips; the first doll wearing a red
coachman’s jacket, beige riding britches, black
top, brown leather riding boots, and a riding
crop; the second doll with replaced clothing.
Height 17in each
$1,200 - 1,600
5348
A Lenci felt character doll of a boxer
Italian, circa 1930s, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes
and a black eye, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a maroon sleeveless top, gray shorts,
knitted wool socks, black laced boxing gloves
and shoes, and a black cap.
Height 17in
$2,000 - 3,000

5349
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5350

5349
A rare Lenci felt character doll of a soccer
player
Italian, circa 1930, series 300 from their sporting
series, the pressed felt swivel head with painted
facial features, brown side-glancing eyes,
blonde-mohair wig, accented nostrils, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a red and blue
striped sleeveless top and matching cap, white
shorts, navy blue knit socks, brown leather laced
soccer shoes and an original brown leather
soccer ball, with a Lenci paper label 1001.
Height 17in
$1,800 - 2,200

5350
A Lenci felt character doll of a polo player
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, curly upper lashes, two dots
accenting lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a white felt riding outfit and
matching cap, with a two-toned blue knit
sweater vest, brown leather riding boots, a
stirrup and wooden polo stick.
Height 17in
$2,000 - 3,000
5351
A Lenci felt doll of a baseball player
Italian, circa 1926, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown mohair wig, upper curly lashes, brown
side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils, two dots
accenting the lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a red felt shirt with a wide leather
belt, beige pants, a blue and white cap, wool
knit socks and brown leather shoes; holding a
bat; Lenci cloth and paper label 1006.
Height 17in
$3,000 - 4,000
5352
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, 1930s, series 300, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, closed
mouth, brown mohair wig, jointed at hips and
shoulders; wearing a blue-and-white striped felt
tank top with white shorts, cream colored shoes,
tan and blue cap, and shoes.
Height 17in
$500 - 700

5351

5352

5353

5354

5353
A Lenci felt doll of a skater
Italian, circa 1926, series 300 from their sporting
series, the pressed felt swivel head with blonde
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, curly
upper lashes, accented nostrils, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a green felt sweater
with a geometric pattern around the middle
with a matching hat, blue pants; white and pink
wool knit socks, scarf and mittens; and leather
laced shoes with attached skate blades.
Height 17in
$2,000 - 3,000
5354
A Lenci felt doll of a tennis player
Italian, circa 1930, series 300 from their sporting
series, the pressed felt swivel head with painted
facial features, brown mohair wig, brown sideglancing eyes, upper curly lashes, accented
nostrils, two dots accenting lower lip, jointed
at shoulders and hips; wearing a tan coat with
orange trim, brown shorts, a blue and green
striped pieced felt shirt, a brown cap, and brown
shoes; holding a wooden tennis racket.
Height 17in
$2,500 - 3,500
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5355
A Lenci felt doll of a skier
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes,
eye shadow, accented nostrils, jointed at
shoulders and hips, wearing a navy blue skiing
outfit trimmed in a geometric pattern with a
matching cap, brown leather shoes, holding
wooden skis and poles.
Height 17in
$3,000 - 4,000
5356
A Lenci felt doll of a golfer
Italian, circa 1930, series 1500, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features, a
grumpy facial expression, side-glancing brown
eyes, a rounded nose, accented nostrils, brown
mohair wig, eye shadow upper lid, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a red fitted jacket
with black buttons, blue and white checked
shorts, knitted socks, and brown laced leather
shoes, with Lenci label 218.
Height 17 1/2in
$1,500 - 2,000

5355

5356

5357
A Lenci felt mascotte doll of a golfer
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, side-glancing brown
eyes, mohair wig, rounded nose, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a rust colored
jacket with buttons, brown and tan checkered
pants, a tan cap, wool knitted socks and leather
shoes, holding golf clubs.
Height 8in
$150 - 200
5358
A Lenci felt doll of a hiker
Italian, circa 1930, pressed felt swivel head,
painted facial features, blonde mohair wig, sideglancing blue eyes, curly upper lashes, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a gray wool suit with metal buttons with
matching hat, a necktie, a canvas backpack, and
brown laced hiking boots; holding a hiking pick.
Height 19in
$1,200 - 1,600
5359
A Lenci style felt boy doll of a skier
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown mohair wig,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, wearing a
two-tone felt skier’s outfit with orange and
brown trim, with poles and skies.
Height 10in
$300 - 400

5358
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5359

5360
A Lenci felt boy doll of a golfer
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, two dots highlighting the
lower lip, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a two tone blue pull over with a geometric
design trim, beige pants, leather shoes and a
matching hat, with golf club and ball.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5361
A Lenci felt doll of a golfer
Italian, circa 1930, series 500, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes, accented
nostrils, curly upper lashes, eye shading lower
lid, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a red
and checked top with a black necktie, beige
shorts, brown leather shoes, holding a golf club.
Height 21 1/2in
$1,000 - 1,500
5362
A Lenci felt doll of a golfer
Italian, circa 1927, from the sports series
300, the pressed felt swivel head with sideglancing blue eyes, eye shadow upper lid,
accented nostrils, dots accenting the lower
lip, blonde curly mohair wig, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a black and white
checked golfing pants, green V-neck top with
a geometric pattern, a black necktie, wool
knitted socks, green hat, and leather golfing
shoes with a golf club.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000

5361

5360

5363
A Lenci felt doll of a hiker
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown mohair
wig, side-glancing blue eyes, accented nostrils,
jointed shoulders and hips; wearing a gray wool
jacket and pants with matching hat, a black
belt with two side pouches, a gray felt shirt, a
black necktie, and brown leather hiking boots,
holding a hiking pick.
Height 14 1/2in
$600 - 800

5362

5363
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5364
A cloth doll of a boxer, probably Lenci
Italian, circa 1924, with a hollow swivel head,
painted facial features and black eye, sideglancing blue eyes, accented nostrils, a brown
wig, jointed at shoulders and hips, body hollow,
wearing boxer shorts and black leather shoes.
Height 15in
$250 - 350
5365
A Lenci felt pre-teen girl doll
Italian, circa 1925, series 178, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, round full
cheeks, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
white outfit with a blue scalloped trim, blue felt
shoes, holding a blue flower.
Height 18in
$400 - 600
5366
A rare Lenci felt baby doll
Italian, circa 1930, with painted facial features,
side-glancing brown eyes, black mohair wig, large
full red applied lips, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a replaced red felt dress with white trim.
Height 18in
$1,000 - 1,500

5364

5365

5367
A rare Lenci felt “Bellhop” googly-eyed doll
Italian, 1928, model no. 563, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, blue
painted side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
painted arched eyebrows, curly upper lashes,
a rounded nose, pronounced rounded chin,
blonde mohair wig, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a blue felt bellhop costume with
blue and cream trim, silver side buttons, sewn
on white gloves, white spats, leather shoes,
holding a bouquet of felt flowers.
Height 22in
$1,800 - 2,200
5368
A key wound cloth walker doll
with blonde braided hair, blue painted sideglancing eyes, accented nostrils, closed mouth,
the key wound mechanism contained in the torso
of the doll to activate the movement of the doll
to roller skate; wearing a blue and pink checkered
felt dress with a felt flower at the front.
Height 18in
$500 - 700

5366
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5367

5369
A rare Lenci shop mannequin doll
Italian, early 1940s, the swivel head with painted
facial features, brown painted eyes, dots accenting
the nostrils, brown wig, felt cloth over wood
body, the hips are ball-jointed with metal ball joint
mechanism and composition, with metal plaque
reading Kirsh & Reale Inc. 167 Madison Ave. New
York City and incised Lenci Turin; wearing a blue
skirt and bolero vest with floral applique and a
white felt bonnet with applied felt flowers.
Height 28in
$800 - 1,200

5370
A felt girl “walker” doll
1930s, with pressed felt head, painted facial
features, brown mohair wig, brown sideglancing eyes, the clockwork mechanism at
the hips activates the doll to walk; wearing a
white felt dress with a purple coat decorated
with applied flowers, matching hat and shoes,
mechanism inoperative.
Height 18in
$800 - 1,200
5371
A Lenci felt squire doll
Italian, the pressed felt swivel head with painted
facial features, a molded brow, side-glancing
brown eyes, shading on upper lid an open/
closed mouth with painted upper teeth, felt
hair to the sides of head; wearing green coat
trimmed in yellow, an orange waistcoat, gray
knickers, a replaced black hat and shoes,
holding a baton.
Height 17in
$600 - 800
5372
A pair of Lenci cloth dolls of Little Red
Riding Hood and the Big Bad Wolf
Italian, 1950s, she has a flocked face, painted
facial features, side-glancing brown eyes, silk
wool blonde braided hair, wearing a red and
white checked cotton dress with a red velvet
hooded cape; the wolf has applied facial
features, wearing green corduroy pants, and a
brown felt vest with a red bow tie.
Heights 19in, 14in
$400 - 600

5368

5369

5373
An Anili felt girl doll
Italian, 1950s, with painted facial features,
blonde braided wig, blue side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, sewn on arms, jointed at the
hips; wearing a white organdy dress with a twotone pink floral applique, a pink felt bonnet, and
green felt shoes, with a round Anilli paper label.
Height 22in
$150 - 200
5374
A Fatma felt doll of a golfer
Italian, 1950s, the pressed felt swivel head with
painted facial features, blonde curly mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
eye shadow upper lid; wearing black and white
checked full pants, a green vest with geometric
designs, black felt shoes, and a red hat, with
Fatma paper label.
Height 20in
$200 - 300

5370

5371
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5375

5375
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1940s, series BC, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair hair, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
closed mouth; wearing a rose colored felt dress
decorated with appliqué dots, a head scarf,
sandals, holding a felt duck, stamped Lenci on
back of dress.
Height 11in
$200 - 300
5376
A contemporary felt doll of Edith from The
Lonely Doll series
American, the swivel head with painted
facial features, auburn mohair wig, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a red coat, red and
green wool scarf, mittens, socks, and skates;
together with a Steiff teddy bear and a Dare
Wright book A Gift from The Lonely Doll, the
doll wearing a similar outfit as illustrated on the
cover of the book (total: 3 items).
Height 14in
$200 - 300
5377
A felt doll dressed like Edith from The
Lonely Doll
Italian, the swivel head with painted facial
features, blue side-glancing eyes, dots accenting
the nostrils, replaced brown mohair wig,
wearing a pink and white checked dress with
white apron; together with a brown plush bear
with growler and a Dare Wright book Edith &
Mr. Bear (total: 3 items).
Heights doll 21in, bear 15in
$300 - 400
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5376

5378
A pair of Haut Melton felt dolls of Edith
from The Lonely Doll
American, the swivel heads with painted
facial features, auburn mohair wigs, jointed
shoulders and hips; one wearing a pink and
white checked dress and with other a yellow
and white checked dress; together with two
Steiff teddy bears and three Dare Wright books
(total: 7 items).
Heights 14in each
$300 - 400
5379
A collection of three felt dolls of Edith
from The Lonely Doll
American, each with painted facial features,
auburn mohair wigs, swivel heads, and jointed
shoulders and hips; the doll is based on the
character Edith from the book The Lonely Doll
by Dare Wright published in 1957; together with
two Dare Wright books (total: 5 items).
Heights 14in each
$500 - 700
5380
A collection of three Magis felt dolls
Italian, 1930s, with felt swivel head, painted
facial features blonde and brown mohair wigs;
one doll dressed as a bell hop and holding a
bouquet of felt flowers; one doll dressed as
a gentleman with red waistcoat, orange vest,
grey pants and black shoes with a buckle; the
third doll dressed in a red jacket with a green
dress, a lace shawl, and a black tie; each with a
Magis paper label.
Heights 8in, 11in, 10in
$150 - 200

5381
A collection of five modern Lenci felt dolls
1979/1980s, comprising the tennis player
Nanni, Pluci the golfer, Susanna in a sailor suit,
a baseball player and a girl in a blue felt dress;
together with four Lenci boxes (total: 9 items).
Height 20in tallest
$300 - 400
5382
A contemporary Lenci doll of Madonna
and child
Italian, 1980s/1990s, with painted facial
features, blonde hair, blue side-glancing eyes;
wearing a blue veil trimmed in gold brocade, a
pink dress; holding a swaddling child, with a red
Lenci Certificate di Origine.
Height 22in
$200 - 300
5383
A collection of three cloth dolls
all with pressed felt swivel heads, wigs, painted
facial features, side-glancing eyes, jointed at
hips and shoulder, all re-dressed.
Heights 24in, 21in, 18in
$300 - 400

5384
A collection of 14 cloth souvenir dolls
representing such regions and countries as
China, Hawaii, eastern Europe, Holland, Mexico,
and Russia.
$250 - 350
5385
A pair of cloth dolls
1950s, both dolls with mohair wigs, painted
facial features, slight painted smiles, and stuffed
cloth body; one doll with the Farnell Alpha Toy
paper label, both wearing their original clothing.
Heights 10in, 11in
$100 - 200
5386
A Lenci character boy in Fascist Youth
Movement costume
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, with pressed
felt swivel head painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, two dots accenting the lower lip, curly
upper lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing an Italian Youth Movement uniform
with short black jacket with self-covered
buttons, silk sleeve insignia, blue felt tie, black
cap with tassel with pin, gray shorts, wool
knitted socks, laced black leather shoes.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000
5387
A Lenci felt doll of an Italian soldier
Italian, circa 1933, series 300, model 100/22,
the pressed felt swivel head with painted
facial features, blonde mohair wig, blue sideglancing eyes, curly upper lashes, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing gray wool military
costume with brass buttons, black hat, and
black leather boots.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000

5386

5387

5388

5389

5388
A Lenci Fascist Youth felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features,
accented nose, closed mouth, and blonde
mohair wig; wearing the customary Italian
Fascist Youth Group costume with a black felt
cap with tassel, blue felt tie, black felt jacket
with black buttons and Italian insignia on sleeve,
gray shorts, black socks and brown shoes.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5389
A rare Lenci felt character doll of Napoleon
Italian, circa 1930, series 300, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, curly upper lashes, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a black French military
uniform with metal buttons, a matching hat
with a red feather, and black leather shoes.
Height 17in
$1,500 - 2,000
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5390
A Lenci felt character doll of a girl with a
grumpy face
Italian, circa 1930, model 1500B, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features and
plump full cheeks, brown mohair wig with bangs,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, a closed mouth
with accentuated lower lip, a topknot braid and
two side braids, curly upper lashes, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a pink and white
checked pattern dress, ruffled cotton apron,
matching pink shoes, dangle hoop earrings, and
holding a broom, with Lenci paper label.
Height 18in
$800 - 1,200

5390

5391

5391
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 1500, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, black
mohair wig, feathered eyebrows, blue painted
side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes, dots
accenting nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a pink felt dress decorated with floral
appliqué designs, layered pantaloons with blue
zigzag trim, matching cap and shoes, holding a
bamboo carpet beater, with paper Lenci label.
Height 17in
$1,000 - 1,500
5392
A Lenci felt doll of an Eton Boy
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown mohair wig,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, painted feathered eyebrows, curly upper
lashes, eye shadow, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a purple fitted jacket with four
self-covered buttons, gray cuffed pants, leather
shoes and a matching top hat, holding a cane.
Height 17in
$600 - 800
5393
A pair of Lenci felt dolls, a gentleman and
a lady
Italian, circa 1924, model 174, the swivel heads
with pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair hair, brown painted side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils; elongated
neck, torso and limbs; the gentleman wearing
a fitted purple jacket with white self-covered
buttons, a black tie, gray cuffed pants and a
matching top hat; the lady wearing a tan twopiece suit with brown trim and a yellow and hat
with orange trim, feet posed for high-heeled
shoes (one shoe missing).
Height 25in each
$1,500 - 2,000

5392

5393
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5394

5394
A Lenci Eton boy doll
Italian, circa 1930, the felt swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown painted sideglancing eyes, accented nostrils, closed mouth,
brown mohair wig, jointed at shoulders and hip;
wearing a brown top hat, a fitted waistcoat, and
cuffed pants, and holding a walking stick.
Height 17 1/2in
$700 - 900

5395
A Lenci felt googly-eyed doll
Italian, 1930s, the pressed felt swivel head with
glass googly eyes, dots accenting nostril, brown
mohair wig; wearing a traditional Tyrolean
costume with lederhosen, a green jacket
trimmed in brown felt, knitted socks, brown
leather shoes, and a green felt cap, with a Lenci
round paper label and a cloth label.
Height 19in
$1,000 - 1,500
5396
A Lenci glass googly-eyed felt doll
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
glass eyes that glance from side to side, painted
feathered eyebrows, accented nostrils, jointed
at the shoulders and hips; wearing a light blue
taffeta dress trimmed in lace with blue felt shoes.
Height 19in
$1,500 - 2,000
5397
A Lenci googly-eyed felt doll of a widow
Italian, circa 1940s, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, painted blue
googly eyes with upper lashes, a blonde mohair
wig, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a long black taffeta dress with self-covered
buttons, and a small black cap decorated with
felt flowers, with Lenci round silver paper label
and a rectangular label 250/9.
Height 20in
$1,000 - 1,500

5395

5396

5398
A Lenci felt Peter Pan doll
Italian, 1920s, series 111, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing large eyes, closed mouth,
accented nostrils, two dots highlighting the
lower lip; wearing a green shirt and shorts olive
green felt trim, matching hat and shoes.
Height 12in
$300 - 400
5399
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, early 1920, series 111, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
eye shadow upper lid, blonde mohair wig,
jointed at shoulders and hips, mitten-type
hands; wearing a pink felt dress with blue trim
and floral applique designs, and blue felt shoes.
Height 13in
$400 - 600
5400
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 111, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, sideglancing brown eyes, accented nostrils, dots
accenting lower lip, blonde curly mohair wig,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a pink
and gray checked dress, a large pink bow in
hair, scalloped edge socks, and matching shoes,
holding a jumping rope.
Height 13in
$500 - 700

5397

5400
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5401
A pair of Lenci felt dolls
Italian, circa 1930, harlequin from series 111,
both with swivel heads, painted facial features,
mohair wigs, jointed shoulders and hips; the
first wearing a pink, gray and black harlequin
costume; and the second wearing a replaced
“Lonely Doll” dress.
Height 13in each
$300 - 400
5402
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, upper curly lashes, two dots accenting
lower lip, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a pink organdy dress with a matching bonnet
and pink felt shoes.
Height 23in
$700 - 900
5402

5403
5403
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, two dots accenting lower lip, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a white organdy
dress with blue and black applied flowers, a pink
and blue felt bonnet, and blue felt shoes.
Height 23in
$600 - 800

5404

5405

5404
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 109, the pressed swivel
head with painted facial features, brown mohair
wig, side-glancing brown eyes, accented nostrils,
curly upper lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a light pink organdy dress with felt
flowers at the waist and a matching bonnet.
Height 23in
$600 - 800
5405
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes, accented
nostrils, curly upper lashes, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing an organdy dress decorated
with applied orange and yellow felt flowers and
green felt shoes.
Height 23in
$600 - 800

5406
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5407

5406
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1920s, series 109/48, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, auburn mohair
wig, side-glancing brown eyes, curly upper lashes,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a pink, blue
and beige dress in a geometric pattern, scalloped
edge socks, and matching pink felt shoes.
Height 23in
$800 - 1,200

5407
A Lenci felt doll
Italian, circa 1927, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, sideglancing brown eyes, upper curly lashes, two
dots accenting lower lip, brown curly mohair
hair, jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing a
white felt outfit decorated with applied felt
flowers, a blue cap, and tan shoes.
Height 23in
$800 - 1,200
5408
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1925, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig with ringlets, side-glancing brown
eyes, accented nostrils, curly upper lashes, dots
accenting lower lip, mitten-type hands, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a pink layered ruffled
organdy dress, a white blouse trimmed in lace, and
pink felt shoes.
Height 23in
$800 - 1,200

5408

5409

5410

5411

5412

5413

5409
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, late 1920s, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, remains of
blonde hair, side-glancing brown eyes, curly upper
lashes, accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a purple, red, gray and blue plaid felt
coat, tan pants, and leather laced shoes.
Height 23in
$500 - 700
5410
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 109, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, jointed at
shoulders and hips (left arm detached); wearing
a white and green checkered felt dress with
matching jacket and cap, brown leather shoes.
Height 23in
$800 - 1,200
5411
A Lenci felt doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, curly
blonde mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes,
accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a dark green felt outfit with applied
geometric designs, a green blue and yellow
striped cap and green shoes.
Height 23in
$900 - 1,200
5412
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1925, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, curly
blonde mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes,
accented nostrils, two dots accenting the lower
lip, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
white organdy dress with blue and green crisscross pattern, a blue and green jacket with
matching shoes, with Lenci paper label 109/8.
Height 22in
$1,000 - 1,500
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5413
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1926, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, sideglancing brown eyes, dots accenting the nose,
blonde mohair wig with long ringlets, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a pink organdy and
felt ruffled dress decorated with small applied
blue flowers and a large bow in her hair, Lenci
paper label 109/15.
Height 23in
$1,000 - 1,500

5414

5415

5414
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1925, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig with coiled braids on either side
of head, side-glancing brown eyes, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a blue felt coat with
pink geometric trim and matching hat and shoes.
Height 23in
$800 - 1,200
5415
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, series 109, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, side-glancing brown eyes, accented nostrils,
jointed shoulders and hips; wearing a red jacket
trimmed in white faux fur, a white dress with
scalloped trim and matching red felt shoes.
Height 23in
$800 - 1,200

5416

5417

5416
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, series 109, the swivel head
with painted facial features, brown side-glancing
eyes, curly upper lashes, accented nostrils,
a brown mohair wig with coiled side braids,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a red,
gray and white dress decorated in a geometric
pattern with matching red felt shoes.
Height 21 1/2in
$800 - 1,200
5417
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 109, the swivel head
with painted facial features, blonde mohair wig,
brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a white
organdy dress with green and black decorative
trim and light green matching shoes.
Height 23in
$500 - 700

5418
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5419

5418
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, series 109, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig with braid coils, brown painted
side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes, accented
nostrils, jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing
a blue and black felt dress decorated with blue,
yellow and white floral applique designs, with
matching blue shoes; with a Lenci box.
Height 23in
$800 - 1,200

5419
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1920s, series 109, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig with braids, blue painted sideglancing eyes, curly upper lashes, accented
nostrils, jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing
a beige, brown and red square patterned dress
with matching shoes, holding a jump rope.
Height 23in
$600 - 800
5420
An extremely rare Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, blonde
curly mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, curly upper lashes, two dots
accenting the lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a red felt coat with faux fur trim,
a white dress with red scalloped trim, a gray
and black hat decorated with an applied rooster
design and matching gray shoes.
Height 23in
$1,000 - 1,500
5421
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 109, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, dots
accented nostrils; wearing a blue layered jacket
with scalloped trim over a pink dress, matching
felt shoes, with a Lenci cloth label.
Height 23in
$700 - 900

5420

5421

5422
A Lenci felt doll
Italian, 1920, series 109, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, blonde curly
mohair wig, blue painted side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, painted feathered eyebrows,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a blue
jacket and vest decorated with white and
green geometric designs, with brown trim and
matching shoes, and holding a croquet mallet.
Height 23in
$2,000 - 2,500
5423
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, series 109, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, auburn mohair
wig, brown side-glancing eyes, upper curly eyes,
two dots accenting lower lip, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing an orange organdy dress with
ruffled trim and applied felt flowers, with mustard
colored felt shoes; with a paper tag A35.
Height 23in
$1,000 - 1,500

5422

5423
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5424
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, series 109/48, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig with side braided coils, sideglancing brown eyes, eye shadow, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
pink, blue and beige geometric patterned dress
and matching pink shoes.
Height 23in
$1,000 - 1,500
5425
A rare Lenci baby doll
Italian, 1931, series 00/3 in the 1931 catalogue,
the felt swivel head with brown painted eyes,
blonde mohair wig, jointed hips and shoulders,
with a hollow torso and metal understructure,
bent legs, and well-shaped hands to hold rattle.
Provenance: According to documents
accompanying the lot, this doll was originally
owned by President Wilson’s youngest greatgranddaughter, Harriet Brownson Sayre.
Height 21in
$800 - 1,200

5425

5424

5426
A Lenci “Prosperity Baby” doll
Italian, circa 1933, with a painted composition
head, blonde painted hair, brown painted eyes,
on a cloth body with painted cloth arms and
legs, jointed at shoulders and hips, wearing a
blue checkered patterned dress.
The coating on the face was to make the doll
washable, but the look of the doll did not appeal to
buyers and Lenci quickly discontinued production.
Height 14in
$400 - 600
5427
A googly-eyed composition and cloth doll
Italian, 1950s, possibly Lenci, with painted
brown hair, painted upper lashes, eyes that
move from side to side, cloth-stuffed body.
Height 14in
$100 - 150
5428
A googly-eyed composition and cloth doll
Italian, 1950s, possibly Lenci, with painted
blonde hair, painted upper lashes, eyes that
move from side to side, cloth-stuffed body.
Height 22in
$200 - 300

5426
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5433

5429
A Lenci “Prosperity” Baby
Italian, 1950s, with painted molded hair, fixed
brown eyes, on a five-piece baby body, wearing
a yellow cotton dress; together with a Lenci BC
doll, 1940s, with painted facial features, a blonde
wig, applied ears, brown painted eyes; wearing a
black felt dress trimmed in white lace and a white
shawl trimmed in lace (total: 2 items).
Heights baby 15in, doll 11in
$150 - 200

5434

5435

5430
A felt baby doll
1930s, with painted facial features, a blonde
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, pursed red
lips, mitten-type hands, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a white A-line dress trimmed in blue
with side pockets, a matching bonnet and shoes.
Height 15in
$300 - 400

5433
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, series 900, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, curly
upper lashes, accented nostrils, dots highlight
the lower lip, jointed shoulders with floppy legs;
wearing a light purple organdy dress decorated
with felt dots and floral applique designs, with
light green scalloped trim, a white and purple
hat with matching shoes.
Height 14in
$400 - 600

5431

No lot

5432
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, series 900, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, repainted blue side-glancing eyes,
accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders and
having floppy legs; wearing a blue dress with
a white organdy overlay with multi-colored felt
stripes and matching shoes.
Height 14in
$200 - 300

5434
A rare Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, Lucia/Rita face, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown braided mohair wig, blue side-glancing
eyes, curly upper lashes, accented nostrils;
wearing a brown, yellow and orange piecedfelt dress, bows in hair, and brown felt shoes;
holding her original jump rope.
Height 14in
$300 - 400

5437
5435
A Lenci felt pre-teen girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, Lucia/Rita face, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair braided wig, blue side-glancing
eyes with curly upper lashes, on a flannel-like
woven fabric body; wearing a maroon felt dress,
a striped cotton blouse, and matching shoes,
holding a ball, with a Lenci paper label Lucy 43.
Height 14in
$300 - 400
5436
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1935, Rita/Lucia-face, with pressed
felt swivel, painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
blue coat with white trim, self-covered buttons,
and a matching hat and shoes, holding a tennis
racket, with Lenci cloth label.
Height 14 1/2in
$300 - 400
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5437
A Lenci girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 500, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair wig in braids, brown side-glancing
eyes, curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, two
dots accenting lower lip, jointed at hips and
shoulders; wearing a white organdy dress with
applied felt flowers and black felt shoes.
Height 21 1/2in
$500 - 700
5438
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 500, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, accented nostrils, two dots accenting the
lower lip, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing
a pink multi-layered ruffled dress with applied felt
flowers and matching pink shoes.
Height 21 1/2in
$600 - 800

5438

5439

5439
A Lenci felt boy doll with candlestick
Italian, circa 1930, series 500, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair curly wig, feathered painted eyebrows,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, curly lashes
upper lid, jointed at hips and shoulders; wearing
light blue pajamas with white ruffle trim and
pink self-covered buttons, and matching shoes,
holding a candlestick.
Height 21 1/2in
$1,000 - 1,500
5440
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 500, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper lashes,
accented nostrils, closed mouth, jointed at hips
and shoulders; wearing a royal blue suit with
white trim and brown laced shoes.
Height 21 1/2in
$1,000 - 1,500
5441
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1925, series 149, the swivel head with
painted facial features, large almond shaped
brown painted side glancing eyes, shading on
upper lid, accented nostrils, brown mohair wig,
mitten-type hands, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a pink layered dress with a zigzag
trim with matching hat and shoes.
Height 16 1/2in
$500 - 700

5440
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5441

5442
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, series 149, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
mohair hair with braids, brown side-glancing
eyes, upper curly lashes, eye shadow, accented
nostrils, jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a
brown felt coat with a broad collar, a pink dress
and bonnet, and brown felt shoes.
Height 16in
$600 - 800
5443
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930, series 149, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, blonde mohair
wig, blue side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
slight smile with upper painted teeth, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a white felt coat
and skirt trimmed in pink and maroon, matching
hat and shoes.
Height 16 1/2in
$600 - 800
5444
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930, probably series 149, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
brown mohair wig with coiled braids on either
side, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, a smile with painted upper teeth,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a white
felt coat decorated with applied black and green
circles and squares, a gray cap and matching
shoes, with a Lenci cloth label.
Height 16in
$500 - 700

5442

5444

5445
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, probably series 149, the
pressed felt swivel head with painted facial
features, blonde mohair wig in pigtails, blue
side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils, a slight
smile with painted upper teeth, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a light pink multilayered ruffled organdy dress with an applied
cluster of flowers, and pink felt shoes.
Height 16in
$500 - 700
5446

No lot

5445

5447
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5447
An extremely rare Lenci felt pre-teen girl doll
Italian, circa 1926, series 400, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, painted
side-glancing concave eyes, brown mohair wig,
accented nostrils, jointed shoulders and hips,
long thin shaped legs; wearing a light green
dress and darker green cape with blue trim, and
leather shoes.
Height 16 1/2in
$1,200 - 1,600
5448
A rare Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1926, series 400, the pre-teen doll
the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial
features, brown mohair wig with side ringlets,
brown side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
long thin legs, jointed at shoulders and hips;
wearing a red felt dress with a large bow to the
front and black replaced shoe.
Height 16in
$1,000 - 1,500

5448

5449

5449
A rare Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1926, series 400, this pre-teen doll
the pressed felt swivel head with painted facial
features, curly blonde mohair wig, curly upper
lashes, eye shadow on upper lid, brown sideglancing eyes, accented nostrils, long thin legs,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a blue
felt jacket, a white organdy dress with blue and
black accent stripes, a floral tassel, a yellow hat
with orange and black striped band, and black
shoes; this doll was named Anili, possibly after
Scavini’s daughter and identified as only from
400 series without a model number.
Height 16in
$1,000 - 1,500
5450
A Lenci felt pre-teen girl doll
Italian, circa 1926, series 400, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
curly mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, curly
upper lashes, accented nostrils, two dots accenting
lower, applied ears, long thin legs, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a light green top with
a geometric pattern in yellow, black and grey, a
white felt skirt, a hat and white shoes.
Height 16 1/2in
$600 - 800
5451
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1926, series 110, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
curly mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
curly upper lashes, accented nostrils, two dots
accenting lower lip, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a yellow felt dress with orange
ruffled trim and applied flowers, an orange bow
at neckline, and yellow felt shoes.
Height 19in
$800 - 1,200

5450
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5451

5452
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 110, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes, accented
nostrils, upper lip a darker tone than lower,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a blue
felt jacket with metal buttons and side pockets,
a white hat and replaced shoes.
Height 19in
$400 - 600
5453
A Lenci felt doll
Italian, circa 1925, series 110 as found in the
1925/1926 Lenci catalogue, the pressed felt swivel
head with painted facial features, blonde curly
mohair wig, blue side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, accented nostrils, two dots accent the
lower lip, mitten-type hands, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a white tunic trimmed in yellow,
blue shorts, matching shoes, and a yellow, beige,
green and orange striped stocking hat.
Height 17in
$2,000 - 3,000
5454
A Lenci felt boy doll
Italian, circa 1925, series 110, pressed felt swivel
head, painted facial features, side-glancing
brown eyes, accented nostrils, mitten-type
hands, brown curly mohair wig; wearing a blue
felt tunic over a cotton blouse, blue shorts, and
blue felt shoes.
Height 18in
$400 - 600

5453

5455

5455
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1929, series 110/72, the pressed
felt swivel head with painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes,
accented nostrils, curly upper lashes, jointed at
shoulders and hips; wearing a white and pink
organdy dress decorated with a felt rose at the
waist and a matching bonnet.
Height 19in
$600 - 800
5456
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1930, series 110, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, auburn
mohair wig, side-glancing brown eyes, curly
upper lashes; wearing a robin’s egg blue coat,
brown felt cap decorated with flowers, and
matching shoes.
Height 19in
$600 - 800

5458

5457
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5457
An extremely rare Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1927, the pressed felt swivel head
with painted facial features, brown side-glancing
eyes, accented nostrils, jointed at shoulders
and hips; wearing a red felt top with an applied
floral pattern down the front, black shorts, a
black and red cap with matching shoes; with
Lenci cloth label.
Height 21 in
$1,000 - 1,500
5458
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, late 1920s, series 110, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, eye shadow upper
and lower lid, accented nostrils, two dots
highlight the lower lip, blonde mohair wig,
jointed at shoulder and hips; wearing a light
pink organdy layered dress with a pink felt hat
and quilted matching shoes.
Height 18in
$600 - 800

5459

5461

5459
A Lenci felt boy doll dressed as Christopher
Robin in winter attire
Italian, circa 1930, series 110, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
mohair wig, brown painted side-glancing eyes
with curly upper lashes, eye shadow, accented
nostrils, two dots highlighting the lower lip,
jointed at shoulders and hips; wearing a felt
jacket with shorts, black boots and hat.
Height 18in
$800 - 1,200
5460
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1925, series 110, the pressed felt
swivel head with painted facial features, brown
curly mohair wig, brown side-glancing eyes,
accented nose, mitten-type hands, toes defined
by stitching, foot sewn at ankle; wearing an
orange organdy dress with applied felt flowers,
a large felt bow in her hair, no shoes.
Height 18in
$500 - 700
5461
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1920s, series 110, the swivel head with
pressed and painted facial features, blonde
mohair wig, large almond shaped eyes, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, accented nostrils,
jointed at the hips and shoulders; wearing a
white organdy dress with green and blue trim,
decorated with clusters of felt flowers, holding a
button and string game.
Height 19in
$700 - 900

5462
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5463

5464

5465

5466

5462
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1920s, series 110, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features,
curly brown mohair wig, brown painted sideglancing eyes, curly upper lashes, accented
nostrils, two dots highlighting the lower lip,
mitten-type hands, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing a red felt dress with black, gray
and white horizontal geometric pattern, with a
matching hat and shoes.
Height 18in
$700 - 900

5464
An extremely rare Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1926, series 400, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, painted
side-glancing concave eyes, brown mohair wig,
accented nostrils, jointed shoulders and hips,
long thin shaped legs; wearing a light green
dress and darker green cape with blue trim, silk
stockings, matching hat, and leather shoes; with
Lenci cloth label.
Height 16 1/2in
$1,200 - 1,600

5466
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, late 1920s, series 110, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features,
blonde mohair wig, brown painted sideglancing almond shaped eyes, two dots
highlighting the lower lip, closed mouth, eye
shadow lower lid, jointed at shoulders and
hips; wearing an orange caped coat with a
matching bonnet and shoes.
Height 18in
$600 - 800

5465
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, late 1920s, series 110, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing eyes, upper curly lashes,
eye shadow lower lid, closed mouth with
two dots highlighting the lower lip, accented
nostrils, blonde mohair wig, jointed at hips
and shoulders; wearing a white organdy dress
with pink felt scalloped trim, a green and pink
bonnet decorated with a felt rose.
Height 19in
$700 - 900

5467
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, 1930s, the swivel head with pressed
and painted facial features, brown mohair wig,
brown painted side-glancing eyes, curly upper
lashes, accented nostrils, two dots highlighting
the lower lip, jointed at shoulders and hip;
wearing a yellow velvet coat with matching hat,
pink quilted shoes.
Height 18in
$300 - 400

5463
A Lenci felt girl doll
Italian, circa 1925, 110 series, the swivel head
with pressed and painted facial features, brown
painted side-glancing large eyes, curly upper
lashes, two dots highlighting the lower lip,
blonde mohair wig, jointed shoulders and hips,
mitten-type hands; wearing a white organdy
dress with multi-colored applied circles, a
matching hat and shoes, complete with a Lenci
metal button with raised lettering.
Height 18in
$600 - 800

End of Sale
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least 24 hours prior to the sale. Bids will be rounded down
to the nearest increment. Please refer to the Buyer’s Guide
in the catalog for further information relating to instructions
to Bonhams to execute absentee bids on your behalf.
Bonhams will endeavor to execute bids on your behalf but
will not be liable for any errors or non-executed bids.
Notice to First Time Bidders: New clients are requested to
provide photographic proof of ID - passport, driving license, ID
card, together with proof of address - utility bill, bank or credit
card statement etc. Corporate clients should also provide a copy
of their articles of association / company registration documents,
together with a letter authorizing the individual to bid on the
company’s behalf. Failure to provide this may result in your
bids not being processed. For higher value lots you may also be
asked to provide a bankers reference.
Notice to online bidders; If you have forgotten your
username and password for www.bonhams.com, please
contact Client Services.

Sale title:

Sale date:

Sale no.

Sale venue:

General Bid Increments:
$10 - 200 .....................by 10s
$200 - 500 ...................by 20 / 50 / 80s
$500 - 1,000 ................by 50s
$1,000 - 2,000 .............by 100s
$2,000 - 5,000 .............by 200 / 500 / 800s
$5,000 - 10,000 ...........by 500s

$10,000 - 20,000 .........by 1,000s
$20,000 - 50,000 .........by 2,000 / 5,000 / 8,000s
$50,000 - 100,000 .......by 5,000s
$100,000 - 200,000 .....by 10,000s
above $200,000 ...........at the auctioneer’s discretion
The auctioneer has discretion to split any bid at any time.

Customer Number

Title

First Name

Last Name

Company name (to be invoiced if applicable)
Address
City

County / State

Post / Zip code

Country

Telephone mobile

Telephone daytime

Telephone evening

Fax

If successful
I will collect the purchases myself
Please contact me with a shipping quote (if applicable)
I will arrange a third party to collect my purchase(s)

Telephone bidders: indicate primary and secondary contact numbers by writing 1 or 2
next to the telephone number.

Please mail or fax the completed Registration Form and
requested information to:
Bonhams Client Services Department
7601 Sunset Blvd
Los Angeles, California 90046
Tel +1 (800) 223 2854
Fax +1 (323) 850 6090
Automated results
Tel +1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 3400

By providing your email address above, you authorize Bonhams to send you marketing materials and news concerning Bonhams
and partner organizations. Bonhams does not sell or trade email addresses.

Type of bid
(A-Absentee, T-Telephone)

Lot no.

E-mail (in capitals)

I am registering to bid as a private client

I am registering to bid as a trade client

Resale: please enter your resale license number here
We may contact you for additional information.

Please note that all telephone calls are recorded.

Brief description
(In the event of any discrepancy, lot number and not lot description will govern.)
If you are bidding online there is no need to complete this section.

MAX bid in US$
(excluding premium and applicable tax)
Emergency bid for telephone bidders only*

* Emergency Bid: A maximum bid (exclusive of Buyer’s Premium and tax) to be executed by Bonhams only if we are unable to contact you by telephone or should the connection be
lost during bidding.
You instruct us to execute each absentee bid up to the corresponding bid amount indicated above.

BY SIGNING THIS FORM YOU AGREE THAT YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND OUR CONDITIONS OF
SALE AND AGREE THAT YOU SHALL BE LEGALLY BOUND BY THEM. THIS AFFECTS YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS.
Your signature:

Date:

